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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

November, 1963

BUILD A C.C.T.V. CAMERA!

to

...

made possible with these easyAn exciting new Hobby
to -buy, easy -to -build kits, supplied with step by step
instructions. Ideal for the enthusiast and Technical students.
finest possible way to
learn about transistors and TY
The

Cameras!

"BEUKIT"

THE

-

TELEVISION

C.C.

-

The most exciting advance ever
in Do- it- Yourself Electronics
specially designed and manufactured
NOT SURPLUS

EQUIPMENT.
A World First
The Beukit
Camera works with standard
405 line TV Receivers.
See it Now
Demonstrations
held daily in our showrooms.
!

CAMERA KIT!

!

Completely Transistorised

Money and buy the complete Kit
(less vidicon and lens) as illustrated
above for only
Save

Buy and Build id Easy Stages!
KIT No.

1. £18.17.6 With
tion. principle: of vidicon tube,
assembly and oytical system diagram.

KIT No.

With all metal work.
Plus 7iii Post .e Pkg..Or each Kit. Send.5.A. R.
fir foil details of Kit. (Kits cannot be split.
Instruction Manual cannot be supplied separately.)

Guaranteed

2lìn.

99/6

79i6

I

15, 14 and

12ín.' Tubes.

refundable

Add

101-

110.

Tubes in Stock.' and others. Carr.

Full

LII

plus P. al

ZI Economy

Lens

(LOWEST PRICED LENS Ile
U.K.!) Fixed iris F2 1=,in. An excellent
lens, focus from gin. to infinity. Hoff
the price of other makes.

40

-0

-4

A

PACK

A

GREATER PUNCH

THAN

EVER

TRY ONE NOW AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE!
18

month guarantee with all our tubes

written

a

pair.
G.P.O. standard pattern. House to Work shop, garage, interoffice, etc. Works off

PRICE

offer this.
VOLUME CONTROL S'W,

I2in.

£4. 7.6

-1'6.

I4in.

£4.15.0

/3.17.6
f4. S.0

15, 16, 17in.

£5.15.0

£4.1 S.0

with side knob. Miniature
transistor type, N- each, 12 for
201 -.

Post on one, 6d.,

SOCKETS.

12

116

Post Free.

SPEAKERS
719 each
6in., Bin., 7in. x
4in. Money back

battery.

P. & P. 416.

guaranteed.

Other sizes, few
only. Ex. mfd. salvare. P.P. 213.

&Co(London)Ltd EXTENSION
ROMFORD RD.
E.12

ILFord 6001,3

Liverpool St. Stn. to Manor Park
only 10 mins.

TO YOU WITH
CO ALLOWANCE ON
RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

SIZE

STANDARD JACK

TELEPHONE
HANDSETS

MANOR PARK,

PROVED
with
reliability: -

M

-.

guarantee covering
tube, valves andi
all components.
Only Duke's can

Thousands of Valves available.
P.P. on
6d., 12 I'ó.
LATEST LIST (stamps on.y).

621,3

£I2

6

£11.10.0

have

Ins. Carr.
14in. 201 17in.. 301-

DUKE

7

surpluses. All sets

channels in Shop.
Personal collection
advised.

small

51

INCH

Valves and Parts
are manufacturers'

Legs 39'6 per set.
Shown working all

VALVES 9d. each.

17

How do we sell at
price!
this low
Sea are ex Rental.
Already well main -'
tained. We regun
ourselves.,
tubes

Part Exchange
allowance

any

Experimenter's vidicon

TELEVISION TUBES

141,121,31'74

`\

Guarantee.

1

P.

lens for 69 gas.

SPECIAL BEULAH

Satisfaction

Guaranteed.
15'- 3624,
14KP4

£1.10.0
written

7 6

Year' TESTED Service

59i6

INCH

months'

P.

The Camera is also available factor
assembled and tested, with vidicon less
P.

Dept. PTV 126 HAMILTON RD., WEST NORWOOD,
Tel: GIPsy Hill 6166
LONDON, S.E.27.

plus

TELEVISION TUBES

17in.

Ins. and Carr. 1016.
on OLD TUBE.

12

£48

with all translators

BEULAH ELECTRONICS

of Companies

14

£8.0.0.

Kit No. 4. £6.0.0.

With printed circuit board and associated components, circuit
diagram, layout instructions and Instruction
Manual.

REGUNNED.

No. 3.

and semi- condueturs.

2. £16.10.0.

Order Now
or see demonstration today.
A Member of
the D.T.V. tironp

...

Kit

specificascanning

19,9

SPEAKERS
2 -tone covered cabinet, 6in.
PM speakers, switch and flex.
Ideal for kitchen, sick -room,

*

Carriage and Insurance 10,6 extra on all tubes

BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO
KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE

MARSHALL'S
131 St.

for

TELEVISION LTD.

Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.
STAMFORD HILL 3267 & 5555

etc. P.P. 313.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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PRACTICAL

TELEVISION

THIS MAKES
MONEY FOR YOU
for years to come!

49

TELEVISION

RADIO

RADIOGRAMS

CAR

TAPE

RECORDERS

RADIOS

RECORD REPRODUCERS
MOD

1963 BACK
S
1956 91

TO

SEVEN

HARD-WEARING
VOLUMES

Newnes

A REAL MONEY- SPINNER
VITAL TO THE SHREW RADIOMAN
This Néw 11th Edition ofV ewnes famous
repair set equips you for uicker servicing and more profit! With lets being kept
longer you need this data more than ever.
It is your constant reference to sets
marketed over the past eight years
always at hand instead of loose paper
data so easily mislaid or destroyed. Today there are also more radios and

-

RADIO
and TV

Servicing
Over
50,000 sold!
Now comes the greatest
edition, of all.

transistor portables, stereo radiograms,
record reproducers, tape recorders, car
radios than ever before -all needing
expert service from time to time. Newnes
RADIO & TV SERVICING provides
you with all the data and information
you need for years to come. Prove this
investment now by 7 days' Free Trial.

Over 4,500 Pages of Circuits, Component Layout
Diagrams, Quick Ref Data and Latest Technical
Developments

DATA FOR ALL THESE MAKES
Ace, Ajax, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy, Armstrong, Baird,
Beethoven, Berec, Brayhead, B.R.C., B.S.R., Bush, Capitol,
Champion, Channel, Collaro, Cossor, Cyldon, Dansette, Decca,
Defiant, Dynatron, E.A.R., Eddystone, Ekco, Elizabethan,
Elpico, Emerson, E.M.1., Emisonic, English Electric, Ever Ready,
Ferguson, Ferranti, Fidelity, Ford Motor Co., Garrard, G.B.C.,
Gramdeck, Grtmdig, H.M.Ve, Invicta,
K -B, Magnavox, Marconiphone, Masteradio,

Given with every set
Newnes TV ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
(Value 1216)
An invaluable companion

to your set for on- the-spot
repairs. 272 pages of ref-

erence data on installing,
fault-tracing and repairing,
servicing equipment etc.

McCarthy, McMichael, Motorola, Murphy, tr
Geo.
Pageant, Pam, Perdio, Peto Scott, Philco,
Newnes
Ltd. If under 21 your father most complete this
15 -17 Long Acre,
coupon. If married woman your husband
Philips, Pilot, Portadyne, Portogram, Pye, I
London, W.C.2.
must complete.
Radiomobile, Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D.,
Send
the
Newnes
RADIO AND TELERoberts' Radio, Sobell, Sony, Sound, Spencer Mr.
SERVICING Full name
West, Stella, Stereosound, Strad, Ultra, Vidor, I VISION
Mr.s.
(in 7 Volumes) and TV (BLOCK LETTERS)
Miss
Volmar, Walter, Webtor, Zenith.
ENGINEERS POCKI
EVERY PURCHASER RECEIVES

YEARS FREE
POSTAL ADVICE
2

Quiek&

wok

BOOK without Address
obligation to purchase.
I will return them in 8

i ET

ugg

,Maio

n'o

days or send 16/- de-

posit

days at ter Occupation
hen
enty
monthlryy subscriptions
16s.,
paying
£16. I6s. in all. Alter- Signature:
natively, in 8 days I
will remit the full 'cash
price of £ 16. 16s.
(RV) 533/78
8

ve,

L
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ACOUSTIC

BENTLEY

THE
EXPRESS SBRVICEIII

416.6ß1t7

6/- 61118
OZ4GT 413 511W6
618 69 \V7
S05
0112

106

9/9.61'9
2/6 6CD6G

Nearest tube
Chalk Farm

All goods

14 /- 1:IOFL1

WILLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS
Output anr,
l amp.
shirt bottoo
button,
No largger than

Primrose
9090

advertised are
in stock

D041 12/3 E1I6n4 6/- EL37
7/ -. EL:38
9/3 7 V 7
6/ 30E Lí'211/ Dí'68 15 /- EC(
61- ECCHS 111- CIA l
5/- :101,15 10 /- DF96
7/6 714
10 /- ECC91
5/- :'ßW6
9/8 30P4 1213 0F97
3/- E1.4'2
7/6 DH1O1 25/ ECC16910/6 F:1,31
9/8 301'1.2
11/- IOU/
13/ 301,19 12 /8 DH107 I8 /11 ECESO 8/3 EL83
21/8 101...2
6/6 ECF61 7/8 EL84
9/-' 0K92
10/-', 3OPLE
61- 1OFI
6/8 ECF86 11 /6. EI.n5
24/ -' IOLD11 Ill- SOPLES 9/6 DKO6
9/6 10 P13 8/6'. 3OPLI412/8 DLlin 15/- /CH21 11 / -, E1,86
I0P14
7/6
D1,72
15/
-1 EUH35 616, EI.91
11/61261.60T
518/.' ECH41 7/9. EL95
5/8 DL96
19/5'11ÁC6 8/8'35W4
61611 EL4IiO
18/4 DM70
51.' ECM
9/8 125D6 918 35'7,3
9/9 ECH93 7/9' EL820
9/6 12AE6 8/- 357.40T 4/9 01471
7/- ECRU 9/6! E1.ó22
16/4 125117 5/- 35Z5GT 6/8 DV8fi
ECLSO
el -, EL LSO
7/- ESOF
24 /4/9, 1'2AH8 9/- 7101'5
7/8 EM4
24 /., E(:I,&l
1 /31 t2AT6
4/9 301,60T 7/- E':116
3/9'12.41',6 6/6 5:1KU 14/6 E6e0C 10/. Ee' LS:; 10/-' EM:34
6/6 EIAOF 19/8, E1186 9/- EM71
12/6' 12AV6 6/9 72
9/9 FASO
3/3 EMno
1 /8' t:/
9/6 1'!BÁ1í 8/6 8552
8/6 1213E6 5 /-'90ÁG 87/6 EAHCBO5/6 EI:'.7A e/- EMnl
3/9 EM94
4/6 129117 7/6 00AV 87/6 E.4F42 7/6 II':61
151- 1034
10 /- 'í:M85
7/6 12K5
10 /- 9001
1/- F:í'19
8/9' EMS7
37/6 1:841
4/9 III 11
5/6 19AQ5 7/9 9000
ís1,42
5/9 EN31
I9141
6/!IOCV
42/E1391
2/3
11 /8
1/- EY)I
4/6 2utl 13/5 150139 18/8 EBC33 8/8 I:r7:;
4/- EYOt
6/- 20í3
121- 185BT34/11 2ßC41
7/. /:pon
9/9.EY8:3
9/6 "101,1
12/8 866A
128 HßCOI 6/- /In:t
4/9 EYS4
7/8 EISFAD 7/- :F'8:í
3/9 20P1 12/8 57119
3/EF66
7475
EItP8:3
6/3 E1vI
4/- 20P3 12/8
7/9
4/3 EV86
4/6 '2044
13/9. Ai 6PEN 5/- EIF'89 6/9 EE89
7/ -- E81,21 9/- Er 91
3/- 27,40
8/ó'20P5 13/8 AZ31
8/8 767

LTD.

CORPORATION

NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.I

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 8.80 P.N. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
SANE AFTERNOON

052

November, 1963

0/

17 /6'HVR2

8/. euh.

9/- 71( \411

12/- HVR2A 9/.
718

7/9

8/9,

I

1.Na93

KT33C 4/KT36 29/1 11,33
K'r41
48 1.3rí
K'í'44
5/9 11.3S
7/8 1181
K'[61
KTn3
41-, 182
K'lon 13/6111183
KTSS PSI- PL84
KTZ63 6I- 1,19110
1

4/8

11/8
16/11
8/8
16/8
7/3
5/6
5/3

1

101- l'

-I6

lO

19

48/6 I'Fs.)

1.22

61- CFn6
151 -, 1' F99
0 /9, 111.41
7/9 1: 1,44

I

..24
1

-'_:

6 /8. OA

,1

7/- 104219

8 /610006W

eta 0019
7/- 0132

3/9/6

35 /-

85/231-

25 /9/- 01'98
12/6
7/
e/3 04.29
27/8
1'33
165
7 /9'
1'33
18/.15/2 OC35
2/6,,, Ft
11'4
2/6'.
0/- -37
28/3 ÚM:34 16/10 04'36 81 /6
2021
518 61'13
8/0/3
15/0 ÚM60
8/6 0041
83/3 1'45
354
4/- OF1n
8/3
271. MH L11612/8 P51n4
4/9 t; E6
9/- GC44
9/6 l' 76
3A5
6/9:61623
16/4I MKT4 17/4 PX4
10 /- l' YIN 10/9 í)C45
9/9/- l' 191
3Q5GT 7/3 61,24,
E12'145/
I'
Id
P
1'251
T_l
01'65
18
12
8/8
9/6
82
E25
8/9
/6
419
Ii
/6
-,
364
137
í'Y31.
1'141
O(166
25/200/5
23 /3
8/8 282
13 /513V4
5/816.170
8/6
17/9 X78
28/2 I' Y32
8/9 l'3dl
12 /- 1:YS5
4/8,04'70
2540Y e/- 6K70
6/6
8/9 5108
28/2 1'Y33
10/- :4 u4
6/- V1
14/6 O4'.71
2T4
8/- 6K$(/
5/13/8 P2
10/- I. VSO
5/6 1'x01
17/6 VI'IIC 7/- 01'7'
51.740
413 6E01
6/9 P.Alb'SO 7/6 l'Ynl
16/5/6 I' ARCn05 /6 VR105 6/6 007:3
-/0I íL1
5V4G
í'1'66
P1S2
l'AE42
7/6 V11150 6/- 0C'74
8/7/9
10 /6
5/3
5Y30T 4/8 6160
8/8/3 Pl'nx
14/7 í'V.8:1
6/3 -ß4t
10 /0 \4107 20 /S 0I'75
573
10/5 8L70T
8/0
9/3 E('9,
11 /8 l'YH9
8/- 1St Al 6/8 W729 17/8 OC76
5240
7/- 61,18
15/2 10'97
12/657
8/3'í'V8110 7/3 í'R0'81 6/3 141
15 /- Ol'77
9/- 61,D20
6F28
Pe.'4.94
l'YsOI
11
F00
X60
OI'78
45/.
5/9'
7/0
r/718
5/óA8
7/7/8
I13E89
í'Z:10
26/2 0081
81- l'cC9.,
7/3 17,
4/17/6
6ÁC7
3/- 54470
7/3': PCCvS 11 /8 RIn
21/- OC8ID 4/.
34/11 1;8111 11 /- X711
6AC7
6/- 51170
913 Pt 'C89
7/6 1 In
10 /65Q5
10 /6 fí5:84
9/- Xr1l M 29/1 OC82
6/- 6C40T
I
7/- 1'8'85
10/6, P1'1.'16910 /6. 119
6/8 1109
3/6
26/2 OCIS
8ÁT6
4/6 6VSG
2/8
6/ Pi 180
651:11
6/- $1'25 27 /2.1;cruu 10/3 1'63
5/ -'04684
6/- 934
9/. ti c1121 9/- Z66
9/6
9/3 PcES2
8 / -I Oí'170
6ÁV6
6/6 ,'1'41
5/6 615
516 !''E'4
Oclil 1016
9/6, TH41 13/. I'CH4' -' 7/3 Troru,.
88A1í
5/- 6130L2
5/- 2241
81,71 17/8
7/6 25Z40
7/- AZ41
616 F,I 7u
6/- I'I'I' +6 7/9 'í'H238 15 /I 11''.' fl`I 7/3 a,rd
6ßE_8
12/8 í:F95
óI5 757
diodes
4/6 P19 A2 8/9 'í'I'.3
MATIOO 7/9
6 / -'I Ei'I
27/6 EF97 r 11 /8 E /9O
68080 15/6 7C5
10 /- 25Y50 8/- BIG
5/ -' Ce'I"2 8/8
7 /8' EE98
10 /- EZ91.
4/3 1r1,n3 8/6 1.11,8F 11 /8 I'I,ys 9/6 1,Á7O
611 H6
7/8 278U 28/3'í:L33 11/81 Er
3 / -' MAT1OI 8/6
5/8 7íb
7/- 'J'1'Ln4 4/9 r lei
9/81 CY31
5/9 E(.I'34 21/7 EEI83
9/- GZ30
9/.'1 l's1
6/9 a 5r:'.
3/- MAT120 7/9
811J6
5/9 30C15
6/8 7H7
'4.2
7/11 19r183
5/6.OÁ/9
12 /6 SOPS
6/- DAF96 6 / RCCar, 519 //F'104 810 07.3!
816 C LI /4 7/6.
3 /-I /SLATE?' 8/6
68Q7Á 7/6 7R7
17/8 í'I'1,80 9/6
ECI'4(1 7/6 Eí'.9114 20 /5 G'/.33
are new. Rrot quality brands only, and
6/- 0234 11/6 PI'I.nn 12/8 All goods
ECCSI 3/9 16K3.2
to
guarantee.
We
do not bandit
makers'
full
eobect
0-/,37
7/6
l'
\4SDU
1.:13
14 /O
l'
ECC82 4/6
Term. of bosinees: -Cash with order or C.O.D. only.
seconds or rejects, which are often
dexoriiact
16/- manufacturers'
Postage 6d. per Item. Orden over 83 poet free. EC(:83 4/6 EL34 10 /- ßN309 25/-'
described as 'new and tested" but which have
C.O.D. 3/8 extra. Any parcel insured against
Molted and unreliable life. Complete catalogue o
damage In transit Inc only 6d. extra. All orders
over 10 00 valves actually in stock, with resistor,
We require tot prompt each settlement all types of
despatched on day of receipt. Callen welcome
valves, loose or boxed, but *DST be new. Olen
condensers. transformers, microphones, speaker,.
Mon. -Fri. 8.30 -5.30, Bats. 8.30 -1 p.m.
made by returo,
metal rectifiers, etc. Od. poet free.

1íA

1115

4/9 ,61.:H8
3 /9, ./'W4

7/6,

5/6

'.

I

1121

-/-

1':íl

23 /31 O(626

1'1,46
26/2 1,'184
16 /8 0114

1

L

-

1

1

1

I

1

t

I'

/

THAT 'DIFFICULT'

COMPONENT...
SAME DAY!
No matter how old or how new
the set you are servicing, if you
require a line output transformer it is 999 -1 that we will have it
in stock or can rewind it quickly.

Better, Brighter
Picture Tubes
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass

12in....

L4.10.0

14ín.

IS-17ín.

45.15.0

21ín.

...
...

1,5. 5.0

E7.15.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Emitron, etc.

We operate same day despatch service from the largest stocks of television
components in the U.K.,
including a comprehensive
range of accessories, materials
and test gear of all kinds.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Retail quotations gladly given on receipt of s.a.e.
Trade -Please tend your letter headings for data charts.

12ín....

E3. 0.0

14ín.

...

£4. 0.0

15 -17in.

L4.10.0

21

in.

...

46.10.0

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance I0! -.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS
*Please Note our New Address:

Telephone: GIP 6166 (PBX)

S.T.S. Ltd.

LTD.

HAMILTON RD.,
DEPT. PTV,
WEST NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.27
126

35

POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,
SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665

Day and Night Ansatone Service

www.americanradiohistory.com
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=

Amateur Pathfinders

DUE acknowledgement has been given to the invaluable
pioneering and exploratory work in the realm of radio
E
Editorial and Advertisement
E
Offices:
_ communication performed by amateurs in past years. Nowadays it is perhaps all too readily assumed by some that the
PRACTICAL TELEVISION
=
pace of technological development has accelerated so rapidly
E George Newnes Ltd.. Tower House 71
=
Southampton Street, W.C.2.
_ in more recent times as to reduce the amateur to a mere
outsider. It would be idle to deny that this is true of certain
E © George Newnes Ltd., 1963 E
fields of endeavour where the contest is ,clearly restricted to
=
Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
_ commercial and government organisations with their formidE Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London. E
able resources. Nevertheless we feel sure that opportunities
will always exist somewhere for the devoted amateur to
E
SUBSCRIPTION RATE
_ carve his niche.
E
including postage for one year
_=
Considering now our own particular interest: with the
= To any parc of the World £1.9.0 =
approach of u.h.f. television broadcasts it has become clear
that many problems remain to be solved especially in matters
relating to radio wave propagation at these ultra high
frequencies, not to mention the super high range of
.:.
o
frequencies which complete the microwave spectrum. It may
come as a surprise to some to learn that television amateurs
E
Page E
in the U.K. and elsewhere have for several years been actively
E Editorial ...
...
SI E
...
engaged in exploiting these relatively unknown regions of
T eletopics ...
...
...
52 E
the radio wave spectrum and that extremely creditable
E Co- Channel Interference
... 54 E
achievements have been made in two -way picture transA Closed Circuit TV Camera ... 57 =
mission. We in this country have particular reason to be
E Showtime Round -up ...
... 63 E
proud of our television amateurs. for it can be fairly claimed
that in this field the British lead the world. To mention but
E Principles and Practice of
E
one notable success, a recent two-way exchange of vision
E Colour Television
...
... 69 E
signals over a 200 -mile path on 70cm represents a European,
E Amateur Television
E Transmitting ...
...
... 72 E
if not a world record.
E U nderneath the Dipole...
... 78 E_
The series of events leading to the establishment of amateur
E Servicing Television Receivers 80 =_
television in this country have followed a certain pattern,
E Oscilloscope Timebases
83
familiar enough to those acquainted with the story of its
E BBC -2 London Coverage
... 87 E
forerunner
amateur radio. Official recognition of the
E Your Problems Solved ...
... 88 E
amateur television experimenter and the granting of licences
T
est
Case
E
92 E
to permit transmission of television signals by radio waves,
came about only after prolonged agitation by a body of
= The Editor mill be pleased to consider E
= articles of u proo'iral natur. sI die = kindred spirits who formed the British Amateur Television
publication 1n "Practical Tele rhion ".
Club in 1949. Subsequently the Radio Society of Great
= for
untirles should be irritlen on one =
.side o) the paper (Mill. rind should eo,:- =
=
Britain, acting on behalf of the BATC, entered into negotia= loin the norne
and address of the sender. _
E wnii t the Editor does not hold himself E
tions
with the General Post Office and these discussions lead
= responsible for (tieman tisrripts,'renn+nrt =
in 1951 to the decision by the G.P.O. to issue television subE milt be made to return them it a stumped =
= and addressed envelope is .enclosed. All = mitting licences to suitable
E .correspondence intended for the Editor
qualified persons.
E should be addressed to The Editor, E
Naturally enough it is on the 70cm band that most
E. "Practical Television ", George Newnes =
E Ltd.. Tourer House, Southampton Street, E
amateur vision actively has to date been concentrated.
= London, W.C.^_,
=
E Owing to the rapid progress in the E
Techniques and components not so very dissimilar from those
= design of radio and television apparatus =
employed in the v.h.f. bands are suitable on 70cm and, to
E and to our e.;orts to keep our readers =
= in touch with the latest developments, _
a considerable extent, on 23cm as well. The shorter microE ree site no iuzrranty that apparatus =
= described in our columns is not the sub- _
wave bands on the other hand demand less- conventional
E lest of letters patent.
_
= Copyright in all drawings, photo- E
techniques involving devices such as klystrons and travelling
E graphs and articles published in =
= "Practical Telerasion" is sperifirallu =
wave
tubes, and here wiring gives way to plumbing.
E reserved throughout the countries =
= signatory to the Berne Convention and = Assuredly many more exciting chapters have yet to be added
E the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations a.
to the saga of amateur television.
E of any of these are therefore expressly E
E forbidden.
=
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TIMES

TELETOPICS
FIRST BAIRD

Plans for BBC -2 Announced
second channelTHE first programme transmissions

of the BBC's

"' BBC-2---will come from the Crystal Palace station in April next
year. This will serve 10 million people in London and the Home
Counties.
During 1965, it is planned to open other high -power stations in
the Midlands, Central Scotland, South Wales, Lancashire, South
Yorkshire, Northern Ireland, the Isle of Wight and North East
England; bringing BBC-2 to over 60'', of the population. By 1966,
the percentage of the population within the service area of BBC -2
transmitters should be about 75 if all goes well with the plans to
open a further nine high -power stations throughout the country.
After 1966, further stations will
be built so that, by the beginning
of 1969, there will be nearly fifty
main stations and many relay
stations. These low -power relay
stations will be necessary to fill
in "shadow areas " which will
exist within the service areas of
main transmitters.
Programmes for BBC -2 will be
planned . carefully to provide
always an alternative to prothe
appearing on
grammes
existing BBC channels. (In the
future, the two channels will be
known as BBC -1 and BBC-2.)
The organisers of the new service have chosen two cartoon
kangaroos as publicity symbols; a
mother kangaroo carrying a baby Publicity symbols for the BBC's second
in her pouch representing BBC -1 programme are these two kangaroos.
and BBC -2 respectively.

CCTV

FOR

LONDON

AIRPORT

THE

main approach Control Tower and the Southern Air Traffic
Control Centre of London Airport will soon be connected by a
closed circuit television link.
Increasing air traffic has made it necessary to install a more
efficient system of data transfer between the two control centres than
that provided by the existing telephone link.
The contract to install the TV link has been awarded to Automatic
Information and Data Services Ltd., by the Ministry of Aviation.
Three cameras in each centre will be linked to their respective
monitors by G.P.O. cable across the 1} miles which separates the two
buildings. In operation, a camera will scan a flight progress sheet,
which will then be displayed immediately on the appropriate monitor.
This system should greatly speed the work of the control centres
staff.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SCHOLAR
WHEN

the Television Society
met at the Savoy Hotel in
London recently. it was to present
the first John Logie Baird Travelling Scholarship to the chosen
candidate, Mr. W. P. Williams,
B.Sc., of Nottingham University.
This new scholarship is open to
post -graduate students in the
U.K. who are concerned with
television engineering or an allied
technology.
The Television Society will
annually award the Scholarship,
which is financed by Baird Television Limited and which was
presented on this occasion by
Mrs. Margaret Baird, widow of
the famous television pioneer.
Mr. Williams's proposed study
for the scholarship, is to make a
detailed investigation of the
Eurovision link, which will involve his travelling extensively
on the Continent and presenting
a report to the Television Society
on the completion of his work.

Award for TV Paper
THE

joint authors of a paper
entitled " A Constant Luminance Colour Television System "
have been awarded the Associated Rediffusion Premium for
the outstanding paper in 1962 on
advances in the technique of
television broadcasting. This was
announced recently by the British
Institution of Radio Engineers.
The two authors, I. J. P. James,
B.Sc., and W. A. Karwowski,
B.A., are both with the Research
Laboratories of E.M.I. Ltd., who
recently gave a demonstration of
colour television on this system
to visiting members of the European Broadcasting Union in
London.
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NEW ROLES FOR UNDERWATER TV
THE

growing acceptance of
television as one of the best
methods of making underwater
investigations is illustrated by
two recent operations, made
possible by the use of Marconi
television equipment.
One of these was at Lowestoft
where the Fisheries Laboratories
of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries, are carrying out a
series of underwater experiments
to try to accumulate more information on the habits and
movement of fish in efforts to
help fishing vessels increase their
hauls.
To provide a first -hand view of
the fish and the actions of trawl
nets, the Fisheries Laboratories

A

are using a unique Marconi
underwater TV camera. This
camera, the series 321, has distinct advantages over previous
systems, in which the control
equipment was kept and operated
on the surface and connected to
the camera head by cable, as the
control unit and camera are contained in the one pressure casing
which can be lowered on to the
sea bed and left to operate, completely independent of external
equipment except for single
power line and signal output
cable.
On the surface, experts can
study the television pictures on a
21in. monitor, which can be as
much as 12,000ft above the

camera unit on the sea bed.
In Norway too, Marconi underwater TV equipment has recently
been put to good use, this time
to investigate a damaged sluice
gate in the Norwegian Hydro
Electric Board's reservoir at
Songa. However, on this occasion a standard Marconi- Siebe,
Gorman system was used to relay
pictures of the gate to experts
viewing 14in. monitors on the
surface.
Three frogmen guided the
supply cables and camera through
almost 500ft of near -freezing
water, to show the necessary
details of the damage which
ordinary photography had failed
to reveal.

British
Colour TV Unit Tours Europe
THAMES lorry, designed
to

provide colour demonstrations on any TV system, left
England recently for a tour of
Europe. The first people to see
the demonstrations were visitors
to the British Industrial Trade
Fair at Zurich, which the mobile
unit made its first port of call.
After a two weeks stay in
Zurich, the lorry which was
equipped at the Chiswick laboratories of Rank -Bush Murphy
Limited, began its tour of the
Continent, to give demonstrations
of colour television in several
countries.
The photograph on the right shows the
first Rank -Bush Murphy colour TV unit
leaving London for Europe, where its
first stop was the British Trade Fair at
Zurich. Below, three visitors to the
Fair inspect a television zoom lens.

FIRST COLOUR TV
DEMONSTRATIONS
IN ABERDEEN
COLOUR television was demon-

strated in Aberdeen for the
first time recently, when videotape recordings were used to
illustrate a chemistry lecture
given by Professor G. M. Burnett.
This lecture formed part of the
programme of the British Association's science conference which
was held this year in Aberdeen.
The local ITV programme

company, Grampian Television,
relayed the recordings over a
closed circuit network, to a nearby hall where the lecture took
place.
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CO- CHANNEL
INTERFERENCE
By

K.

ROYAL

Almost unknown on the u.h.f. bands,
this form of interference can cause
considerable disturbance on Band I.
is responsible
for long -range television reception is the cause
of so- called " co- channel interference
sometimes called " tropospheric interference ".
Co-channel interference is confined to the v.h.f.
channels, and more especially to those in Band I
(e.g. channels 1 to 5), but there are also times when
it " strikes " the Band III channels. However, it is
less drastic in Band III and the trouble diminishes
with increase in channel number, meaning that it
can be really a problem on Channels 1 and 2 and
much less of a problem on Channels l and 12. It
is rarely known to happen in the u.h.f. channels of
Bands IV and V.

EXACTLY the same factor which

"-

Cause of Fading

It should be noted that neither the ionosphere
nor the troposphere has a distinctive demarcation.
These " upper atmospheres " are rather like clouds
and they tend to drift around as such, which is one
of the chief causes of long distance, medium frequency fading. Any drift of the ionosphere, of
course, alters the point at which the reflected signal
arrives back on earth, and then other things like
phase of the signals come into play and cause the
signals either to add together or subtract from
each other, thereby giving stronger and weaker
reception respectively.

V.H.F. and U.H.F. Channels
Television was put into the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
channels because the vision signals require much
more spectrum space than is available in the whole

of the medium frequency broadcast bands. These
high frequency signals, however, differ considerably
from medium frequency signals in that the former
have a range under normal conditions which is a
little in excess of the line of sight distance between
the transmitter and the receiver, while the range of
the latter- depending upon time and exact frequency-is world -wide.
From v.h.f. to u.h.f. the signals behave more like
light and the range virtually becomes the line of
sight distance. Moreover, the signals find it
increasingly difficult to penetrate large man -made
objects and natural hills, so that many more " radio
shadows " exist at the u.h.f. part of the spectrum
than at the v.h.f. part, while at medium frequencies
there are almost no shadows at all.
Bouncing Signals

The excessive range of medium frequency signals
upper atmosphere above the
earth " looks " to them as a mirror " looks" to
is mainly because the

light. Sky -going signals are thus reflected back to
earth again, and on striking the earth they are
bounced back to the sky. This process can be
arranged to continue round the earth until the
energy of the signals is completely exhausted.
The atmosphere directly surrounding the earth
is called the " troposphere " and that above the
troposhere is called the " ionosphere ". The ionosphere plays the major part so far as medium frequency signals are concerned, and the signals
bounce between this and the earth, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Space
Ionosphere

xixï0+`5?`+7/S%

Fig. l -Long -distance, medium-frequency transmission
is possible by the signals "bouncing" along the earth
from the ionosphere, as the illustration shows.

Under normal conditions v.h.f. signals penetrate
both the troposphere and the ionosphere and
disappear into space, and reception is confined to
the " earth bound " signal which, as already mentioned, disappears a little after the line of sight
distance.
Lost in Space

The idea is pictured in Fig. 2. Here transmitter
A serves receiver a over the earth bound path A-b,

while transmitter B serves receiver b over the earth
bound path B -b. Sky -going signals from transmitters A and B go straight through the troposphere
and ionosphere and get lost in space. This is a good
thing since it means that isolated areas of transmission and reception can be set up at vantage
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Fig.
V.H.F. and u.h.f signals pass through the
troposphere and ionosphere and are lost in space,
while local reception relies upon the ground wave
which is rapidly attenuated a little beyond the

line -of -sight distance.

s

here:

3-

Certain weather conditions upset the normal
v.h.f. propagation theory due to ducting of the signals
within the troposphere. The signals are then propagated well outside the local range and can cause
severe interference on distance receivers sharing the
Fig.

same channel.

points all
over
the
country on a channel TABLE I
sharing basis. The sharing
Showing some of the main stations using a common channel number.
of channels in this way is
carefully planned so that
Chanwithin the service area of
nel
Stations
any station, signals from
the distant stations are
I
Crystal Palace; Divis; Thrumster; Sheffield.
normally so weak as to be
imperceptible.
2
Holme Moss; N. Hessary Tor; Rosemarkie; Londonderry; Brighton; Dover
Table 1 gives some
idea of the extent of
3
Kirk -o- Shotts; Rowridge; Tacolneston; Blaen -Plwyf.
channel sharing in Bands
I and III to secure
4
Sutton Goldfield; Meldrum; Sandale; Les Platons; Folkestone; Hastings
reasonable coverage. This
table does not reveal all
5
Wenvoe; Pontop Pike; Douglas; Orkney; Peterborough; Enniskillen
the stations sharing channels, for there are many
7
Kippure
small booster
stations
serving just a small
8
Lichfield; Burnhope
community yet sharing
the main channel num9
Croydon; Winter Hill; Black Mountain; Stockland Hill; Durris
bers. It will he understood, of course, that to
10
Emley Moor; Black Hill; St. Hilary; Dover
give country-wide coverage of two programmes
11
Chillertown Down; Mendlesham; Caldbeck
many times more stations
than the immediately
12
Mounteagle; Caradon Hill
available 12 v.h.f. channels are required-hence
13
Selkirk
the need for channel
sharing.
The BBC and ITA second programmes will be the sky-going ones loose into space it tends to bend
accommodated in the u.h.f. channels, so the v.h.f.
them back to earth, as shown in Fig. 3.
channel sharing problem will not be aggravated,
This can cause havoc, for now a receiver will pickfortunately. Apart from Great Britain having to up not only its own local transmission but also a
share channels in the v.h.f. bands, all other telemore distant transmission sharing the same channel
vision countries have to do likewise. Clearly, then,
due to reflection and bending at tropospheric level.
widespread television is made possible only by the
Actually, of course, what happens is that v.h.f.
fact that v.h.f. signals are confined to areas very
signals are propagated over far greater distances
local to the transmitters. If v.h.f. signals were
than possible under normal reception conditions.
propagated as medium frequency signals (Fig. 1),
Abnormal Conditions
then television as we know it today would be impossible.
These abnormal reception conditions are brought
Unfortunately, the ideal situation as shown in
about by the general weather creating specific upper
Fig. 2 does not always exist, for there are times of
air disturbances that ultimately " duct " or bend
the year when the troposphere has a distinct inv.h.f. signals in such a manner that they may travel
fluence on television signals and instead of letting
hundreds of miles before they are attenuated very
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kinds of forms (see the accompanying " Telephotos ") and the affected picture is often described
as " wavy ", " distorted " or " rolling ", and often
superimposed upon the local sound is a low- pitched
buzz or even Continental sound breakthrough.
Unfortunately, there is not a magic key available
that can beat the co- channel interference problem,
Fig. 4 -Very

severe co-channel interference can
completely destroy a picture, as this picture shows.

much. Just exactly how tropospheric ducting takes
place, no one knows for certain. There are several

theories which are very convincing; but it is known
that the extent of the bending or ducting is related
to variations of atmospheric pressure, temperature
and moisture content with elevation above the
surface of the earth.
Certain areas seem to be more afflicted to
tropospheric effects than others; but almost always
the spring and autumn months are the most troublesome wherever the location. During the spring in
particular television stations located many hundreds

and most viewers have to live with it until the
reception conditions improve. The broadcasting
authorities give out announcements from time to
time during a bad spell indicating that the disturbance is due not to the set but to external conditions, and requesting viewers not to adjust their
sets which, of course, would not help matters, and
possibly make them worse. If the interfering cochannel signal is arriving from a direction reasonably removed from that of the wanted local signal,
some relief may be possible by orientating the aerial
for the best possible signal /interference ratio or by
the use of a more directional aerial system. Usually,
however, this solution will not work if the offending

-A less severe form of co- channel interference.
While this may not cause line tearing it can impair
the horizontal definition. On some recent dual
standard sets the interfering co-channel signal may
also either cause "blocking" of the vision a.g.c.
system or a decrease in the vision channel sensitivity
due to the production of extra a.g.c. bias.
Fig. 6

of miles away may come sailing into the local
picture amid distressing vision and sound interference. Indeed, the signal levels of the interfering
stations may be equal to or sometimes stronger than
the local signals.
Co- Channel Interference
Co- channel interference is the name given to the

interference caused by a receiver picking up distant
shared -channel transmissions along with the wanted
local transmission. The interference comes in all

á4

4

:
S

transmission lies anywhere within 30' to 40" of the
local station.
Adjacent channel interference (the interfering
station this time being adjacent to the wanted
station and lifted in level due to tropospheric
propagation) may also be aggravated during a spell
of abnormal reception conditions, but under normal
working of the set the adjacent channel filters will
attenuate the signal sufficiently to prevent it causing
excessive interference. Should the set's internal
filters fail to do the trick for some reason, then
external filters or coaxial stubs may be connected to
the aerial input to the set.
Fig. 5 -Co- channel interference
tearing (see top of picture) and

often causes line

"flaring" captions.

What the BBC Says

The BBC and ITA are fully aware of the
problems detailed in the foregoing, and since the
BBC stations are most affected -being in Band
an information sheet has been published on the
-continued on page 71

I-
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target to an accuracy of better than a hundredth of
an inch in relation to the focal plane of the
precision lens. Furthermore, this operation must be
possible from an external control knob, with the
cabinet closed, and the adjustment must be free of
backlash.
To satisfy these requirements in the simplest
possible way from the point of view of construction
in the average amateur workshop, the vidicon tube
and its coil assembly were mounted on a simple
carriage running in brass rails bolted to the chassis
assembly. A micrometer drive is used, running in
a ball bearing anchorage and having a pitch such
that a quarter of a turn of the control knob moves
the vidicon carriage about a hundredth of an inch.
Figs. 4 and 5 show full details of this mechanism.
Note that the ball bearings should be of the
" flexible" type, i.e. having no longitudinal play
whatsoever, but slight angular play in any orientation to the main drive axis. This prevents the drive
bushing being distorted or the entire drive jamming
should the cabinet and insert be very slightly misaligned, by an amount otherwise of no disadvantage.
Figs. 6 and 7 show a mild steel chassis and panel
design and cabinet design giving superior rigidity
compared to the otherwise general practice of using
simple aluminium chassis constructions. It is
essential to use the more rigid construction here
specified, as only this can guarantee the required
accuracy of positioning of the vidicon tube and
prevent the carriage jamming due to spurious
warping as the equipment warms up, or for other
reasons. It must be emphasised again that a flimsy
construction without lathe work will very likely
lead to disappointing results not justifying the
financial outlay in building this equipment.
It must not be forgotten in this connection that,
when using a sound channel with good bass reproduction from loudspeakers near the camera, bass
vibration can cause serious jitter of the picture if a
flimsy camera construction were used. The
mechanical aritplitude of vibration of the vidicon
tube need only be very small and yet represent a
large relative vibration for the tiny image with the
very short focus optical system.

CLOSED CIRCUIT

TV
Camera
By E. McLoughlin

PART TWO: THE VIDICON
CAMERA HEAD UNIT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

30

ISSUE

OF THE OCTOBER

THE present article describes an amateur -built
camera head using the EMI vidicon tube type
No. 10667 introduced in the last article.
Basic construction details for this camera head
are here given. Instructions for final trimming to
obtain optimum performance will be given after
subsequent articles dealing with the control unit
have been concluded and the completed equipment
is therefore available.
Mechanical Construction

The successful construction of a CCTV camera
head depends upon the availability of a good metalwork lathe and ability to work neatly therewith.
One is here dealing with a very short focus optical
system, as the scanned image on the vidicon tube
is only about 16mm. in diameter. It is therefore
necessary to adjust the position of the vidicon
Lens

mounted
on cabinet

wall

Front
stops

Coil assembly

Rear
stops

Vidicon base
clamp

clamp

IA

SSA

SBA,.I

57

BI
1,.,5BA

I

J
Rectangular
Focus

coil

Frame
scan coil

r

Line
Scan coil

Vidiconcarriage
micrometer screw

1
5BA®

1-

5BA

®5BA
Profite rail
(brass)

V3
EC92

-

".41-14-at-9 %"

Three 1i2 dia. rubber grommets

Fig. 4 -Main chassis layout and assembly details

of vidicon carriage in guide rails.
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Drill and tap SBA

Drill through to clear SBA

tap 58A

0rí11 and

Omm deep

'
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10mm deep

-e.8mm

Drill through
to clear
SBA

rtimm
2mm
(when relaxed)

58A brass
bolt
20mm long
4mm

/

8mm
Machined
hole
28mm die.

SBA brass

bolt
30mm long

1mm

62mm

.

52mm
Machined hole
54mm dia.
30mm

30mm

timt

dMm1
V

j^^nl

'

3BA tapped
holes

I

10mm:
t+-ti

-).4mm

Through hole
tapped ORA

10mm

5mm

Vldlcon base clamp
(Duraluminium 10mm thick)

130mm
Coil assembly

clamp

Round brass

25mm
3mm

turned down
on lathe)

rt9mm

10mm

.11.11.

5mm

-The

1111111

Slight lateral
play
(see text)

for fixing

to cabinet

spaceq 120°
on 1.181

Ì

i4

100mm

3BA screws
5

3 -5BA bolts

(OBA nuts screwed
on tight and

30mm

.a-...
fig.

collars

v.diccn base
clamp

Centre line of
vidicon tube

1

5mm

40mm

60mm
Coil assembly clamp
( Duraluminium 15mm thick)

We=

3BA tapped
holes

III/01111

01.1

2i!

K11..111

.

.1w.

I

,

MI

a''

Brass rod
threaded OBA

rr

Ball bearing internal dia.
Baseplate 60mm wide
Veiw on A -A
to suit OBA
(Duraluminium)
coil and tube-base clamp blocks for the vidicon, carriage assembly and micrometer transport
mechanism of carriage.

then allow the carriage to be driven back to at
least twice the focal length behind the lens.

Carriage Stops

Four bolt heads, as shown at A and B in Fig. 4,
serve as stops for the limits of travel of the carriage.
Two of these are on the panel rail and the other
two on the chassis, in the middle of the track. The
latter are simultaneously used to fix the long tagstrip
for the underchassis wiring. The front two stop
bolts should be so positioned that, when the
carriage is moved back about a tenth of an inch
from them, the vidicon target is in the focal plane
of the lens set to infinite range. This position is best
found by focusing the image of an object at least
25 yards distant on to the target, through the lens
set to full aperture. This can either be done with
the chassis-insert removed from the cabinet and the
lens held in a suitable clamp, transferring the
measured distance then with callipers to the construction, or a small observation hatch with slide back light -tight cover can be fitted to the cabinet
roof slightly in front of the target.
Having determined the position of the front
stops, the rear stops should be such that at least
one and a quarter inches of travel are given for the
carriage, the exact positions being /such as to suit
the tagstrip used below the chassis. The back stops

Although normal operation for televising indoor
or outdoor scenes will require the target to be in
the focal plane of the lens, i.e. near the front stops,
there is an important range of extra uses opened
up for the camera by the fact that the vidicon
carriage can be driven back to bring the target
to twice the focal length from the lens, namely
direct use as a television microscope.
With the image plane (target) twice the focal
length behind a lens, in this case 50 mm., we always
have a 1:1 size, i.e. natural size, image of any object
an equal distance in front of the lens. An illuminated specimen stage can thus be placed 50mm. in
front of the lens, and any object about half an inch
in diameter will fill the screen of the TV receivers
used. Naturally, this arrangement can be used to
televise small lantern slides, etc., and intermediate
magnifications are possible at intermediate carriage
positions.
When determining the front position stop
positions, by means of forming an image on the
target, do not use the sun or any bright lamp as
object.
After having chosen the positions for the front
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COMPONENTS LIST

C13
C14

Resistors:
RI
R2
R3

R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

R9

56k -,W
I
470k -,W
4.7k -kW
680k ¡W

RIO
R

'

¡W

2.2k
27052

1

4.7k IW
IM ¡W

RI2

270S2

RI3

4.7,

RI5

2.2k IW

R16

3352
47S1

10M
15k

RI7

2.2k

IW
IW

C2
C3

C4
C5
C6
C7

C8
C9
CIO

CII
Cl2

See
See

C17

0.01µF paper 500V

VI
V2

IW
W

V3

I

¡W

EMI 10667 Vidicon
EF80
EC92

Miscellaneous:
Ceramic Ditetrar base (Carr Fastener Co. Ltd.,
Stapleford, Notts. Cat. No. 79/502)

All carbon, ±I0%.

Capacitors:
CI

text (approx. 0.031.LF, paper 500V)
text (approx. 0.15µF, paper 500V)

CIS

Valves:

W

RI4 2.2k ¡W

fW

0.015µF paper 500V

CI6 0.05µF paper 500V

;W

I

59

Ceramic noval base,
Focus and scan coil set

0.01µF mica or ceramic 500V
I000pF ceramic 500V
0.15µF paper 500V
0.5µF paper 500V
16µF electrolytic 350V
0.01µF paper 500V
16µF electrolytic 350V
See text (approx. 2700pF ceramic)
0.151LF paper non -inductive, 500V
0.01µF paper 500V
16µF electrolytic 350V
0.015µF paper 500V

I

Ceramic B7G base.

for VI (E.M.I. Ltd., Hayes,

Middlesex).
PI, P2 Two 3 -pole +earth sockets (as on
Grundig tape recorders).
P3 -P6 Four coaxial sockets.
Lens: Schneider Cine -Xenon RX (Bolex) (or
equivalent) f:1.4/25mm.
Bolts, solder, tagstrip, grommets, etc. Mild steel,
duraluminium, brass (according to drawings) for
mechanical construction. 6in. length OBA brass
bushing. Flexible ball bearing for OBA. One
instrument knob.

and back stops, check that in the front position the
target does not hit or foul any part of the chassis
and cabinet assembly and that in the rear position
the front end of the micrometer bushing does not
grind into the back of the focus coil. Make sure
that the carriage hits both bolts of each stop simultaneously, so that definite arrest is immediately felt
at the control knob when this position is reached.

Clamp Blocks

Note the design of the two clamp blocks mounted
on the carriage baseplate, as shown in Fig. 5. This
arrangement is reasonably standard practice in
mechanics for achieving rigid mounts of tubular

objects not themselves possessing any definite
anchorage devices, and it here permits easy rotation
of the complete assembly or of the component

Front edge
: Mild steel
1mm.thick minimum

Material

Diameter and thread to suit
Objective lens used,and cut
corresponding hole In

i

Top panel of cabinet

cabinet

5 deep

Three 58A tapped holes
on 14' dia. circle

take

9já

Back

of cabinet

16 dia. clearance

long insert-chassis
as push fit

2 °dia.duraluminium

vis

flange1fi thick

hole

To take
334 high

Right

hand
panel

Insert

Chassis

left

hand
panel

Hole in baseplate drilled and tapped

for tripod

21

clamp -screw

5

Front
edge

Drilling

for

14

vidicon- carriage
Micrometer-screw

ball- bearing

Front
edge

O

O

Bottom
panel of
cabinet

5'deep

Four IBA countersunk
fixing bolts

For 4BA bolts and washers
securing insert -assembly
in cabinet. These holes are
enlarged to facilitate exact
alignment of vidicon
carriage with optical axis
of lens before tightening

O

E16 thick duraluminium'
tripod block secured to
base of cabinet by brass

boits

Fig.

6- Mechanical

details of the mild steel plate cabinet, lens flange and fitting for vidicon carriage
micrometer adjustment.
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V

Bend up
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hole for

Note: All dimensions are finished lengths
(allow extra for bending)
Wing A
bend up
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I

%iía

for

4-

Bend up

micrometer
screw

33/Z

material : Mild steel
1mm thick (minimum)

vidicon
look- through

,.-t2

=

Bolt flap A
of chassis
here
No

Bend up

Chassis fixed here by 6 sockets Pi -P6

oN

/ `°

12

Bend up

At'N

for

screws
holding

It

is

chassis

here

Bend up

ON

4=

Bend down

rr
Flap A

bend - -

N

I,`

97

J

2
I,,

drill and

sweat on
4BA nuts

Wing B
bend up

Panel

1

Flap B

Chassis
material: Mild steel
mm thick (minimum)

-.

down

-bend
down

1

Sweat
joints

at' s'

after

bending

to

cabinet

Y
Fig.

Bend down

7- Details of mild steel chassis- and -panel cabinet insert.

items relative to each other, as well as relative axial
shifts of these.
For all these adjustments the pinch bolts at the
top of the clamp blocks must be slackened, the
necessary alignments made, and the bolts then
tightened again. Although this arrangement of
clamping gives a good grip over a large part of the
circumference without undue local pressures, the
pinch bolts should not be tightened excessively.
The uniformity of large area grip is the better, the
more accurately the relaxed diameter of the clamp
hole matches the diameter of the item to be
gripped, and individual trimming is here essential.
If the outer surface of the focus coil departs too
much from a true cylinder, a piece of slit paxolin
tubing should be slipped over it first.
As a rough guide, the tube base should be
orientated as shown in Fig. 5, bringing the glass seal nose at the front of the vidicon tube horizontal and pointing at V2, V3. The front ends of the
three coils should be roughly coincident and moved
up close to the glass -seal nose. Final adjustments
can only be made when the control circuit is complete and an actual picture can be observed on a
TV receiver. The sense of connections to the
deflection coils can then be determined by trial and
error too, to get the picture the right way round
and the right way up.
Note that the smaller clamp block, for the vidicon
tube base, has to be slotted at the sides as shown.
This is to achieve the correct " springiness " for
the action of the pinch bolt at the top.
The minimum wall thickness at corresponding
points on the larger clamp block, for the coil
assembly, is much smaller in relation to the hole
diameter, so that slotting is here unnecessary.

It has been found more convenient to give all
dimensions for the precision elements in millimeters, as values in inches happened to come out to
a confusing variety of fractions and tolerances are
too small to allow rounding -off to the nearest
" thirty-second" in most cases. The rougher
sheet metal work, etc. has been marked -up in
inches wherever possible. Note that individual
trimmings to exact fits are generally more important
than exact copying of all dimensions.
Flat ring
wide collar brazed
1;
to ring at points

marked X, split and
sprung inwards at
points marked Y.
Dimensions to fit
vidicon tube

Y

Fig. 8 -Front connector for the vidicon target.

Particular attention should be paid to good angular alignment and true parellelism between vidicon
tube and chassis. Slight lateral misalignment of
vidicon axis and lens optical axis (leading to nonuniformity of optical focus over the picture) can be
corrected subsequently while observing a picture
on a TV receiver, by moving the chassis insert
slightly relative to the cabinet before tightening the
bolts H (Fig. 6).
The uneven focus effects resulting from such
mechanical misalignment can be distinguished
from similar effects possible by certain electrical
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contact cap connector is hard brass, as in the prototype. A suitable design is given in Fig 8.
The makers are not able to supply this item, as it
forms an integral part of their industrial camera
body.

misadjustments by noting that they are enhanced
at large lens apertures and that adjustment of the
micrometer knob causes a zone of best focus to
travel right across the picture from left to right,
or vice versa. Both these details can not arise
from any wrong electrical adjustments.

Circuit Diagram
Fig. 9 shows the complete theoretical circuit of
the camera head. It is seen that this is quite simple,
as everything possible has been removed to the
control unit chassis in order to reduce weight and
heat generation in the camera head. It is seen that

Alignment Coils

Just before going to print with this article, we
have received specific confirmation from Messrs.
EMI of the correctness of experimental surmises
made in the article that alignment coils will, in
general, not be required. Indeed, the named makers
advise against the use of such coils in amateur
constructions, as improper adjustment can lead to

no electrical controls whatsoever are located on the
camera head, so that complete remote control is
subsequently possible.
The two additional valves left in the camera head
are designed to give a slight video preamplification
and also to reduce the output impedance level, by
means of cathode- follower action in V3, to suit a
length of video cable to the control unit chassis.
It is thus clear that the prob_ems in building a
camera head are primarily mechanical and not
electronic, which is the reason for having adopted
the unusual procedure of discussing mechanical
details before electrical circuitry in this article.

picture deterioration rather than improvement. The
space beween scan and focus coils, carrying the
alignment cnil in industrial designs, should be filled
with a slit paxolin tube of suitable diameter, to
hold all coils concentric with the vidicon tube.

Front Connector for Vidicon Target
This connector should be made of a flat ring and
brazed -on narrow collar. The collar is only attached
to the ring over four parts of the circumference,
being slit in two over the remaining four intermediate regions to act as circumferential spring
contacts around the circular target contact ridge on
the vidicon tube. At one point a soldering tag
should be brazed on. A suitable material for this

Details of the Electronic Circuit

Note that R1 together with the stray capacities
at the target (as determined in Table 1, which will
appear next month) represents a rather long time

Frame scan direction

*see Text
h
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,
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Fig. 9 -The complete

circuit of the camera -head using the EMI 10667 vidicon tube. Note: components marked
with an asterisk receive special discussion in the text.
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Front flap of chassis (secured to case panel)
P4

P5

P6

Grid

Frame

scan

Video
Output

blanking

L1.R8

C
12

C
13

T

\

SS

Tags marked 'MC!

denote earthing
connections
to chassis

^'./llll' ' lJ l/ ' r f\
`J/ ''J'. J
V2

k-%

EF80

uA

`.

'.

'J'.

`,

'.

'..

'.

'.

^

.

P

/'

Fig. 10- Underchassis wiring diagram of camera -head. Do not use nut-and -bolt chassis connections, but earth
the frame of bare wires by means of soldered chassis connections at the points shown, using a large iron, as
quickly as possible.

Table 1). The anode coil L1 is here dimensioned for just compensating V2, without regard to
the vidicon. The larger coils will be used in the
subsequent amplifier chain on the control unit.
However, there is no reason against experimenting with larger values for Ll too. Do not carry
matters to excess in any single stage, as the high
frequency phasing will otherwise suffer. (One of
the cathode compensations in the control unit -after
the same principle as for R6, C8 in the camera head
here will be made preset variable with the help of
a trimmer. This will allow optimum adjustment of
-continued on page 87

constant, limiting the level response to well under a

(see

megacycle. Since this response is insufficient for a
good video signal, compensation by means of over peaking in the video amplifier chain is required.
This can be achieved in two ways. Firstly, by
using a suitably small cathode bypass capacitor
which is effective in removing negative feedback
and thus raising gain only at the higher frequencies.
Secondly, by making the anode compensating coil
(such as Ll) larger than the value determined by
considerations explained in Table 1.
The first measure alone has been used in the
camera head, in the form of suitable choice of C8

V1

Control grid

base

V1

EMI 10667
Vidicon tube
J!

!

J

I'10IIIIIIIIIII

\

lippini.pilnm^ qiimigpllinp^mpFOCUS CON

Springy brass contact ring
with brazed on solder tag

V2

EF80

Rear flap of

Frame

Scan coif

`
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EC92

(

\

Line

n!p!'

scan coil

rf rf¡Jr

f>

i'.IP

a

8\°
'®

w

63V

A.C.

rn

R9

¡

E

J

o

j
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¡¡(
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MC
l

R15

r

C15

Fig. I l -The above- chassis wiring diagram.
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Showtime Round -up
summary of the new television models seen at the recent series of trade
exhibitions. The tables show a selection of brand new models only and do not
represent the complete range of the manufacturers concerned.
A

THERE being no National Radio Show this
year (it is being resumed as usual in 1964),
most manufacturers of television receivers
held their own private exhibitions for trade
visitors. From a tour of these trade shows we have
gained an overall picture of what the new sets look
like and what they do, and we have also prepared
a list of receivers which we noted as being entirely
new. This list does not, of course, incorporate the
entire ranges of the companies concerned, nor does
it necessarily include every new set; it does not

incorporate information of products not covered
by a trade show during the period.
For further information on any of the receivers

mentioned, readers are advised to contact their

local stockists of the brands concerned.

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS
The first thing that strikes the observer is, of
course, the presentation. Although there are no
major changes in general styling, the overall high
standard of presentation continues. Most sets are
housed in a polyester finished wooden cabinet with.
in most cases, attractive contrasting front facial
and tube surrounds in a variety of materials
constrasting wood veneers, plastics, leathercloth,
silk, etc. Metal trim is used to set off features but
on the whole is used tastefully and is not overdone

-

to the extent of flamboyance. The general impression of the new sets is that they look good.

"Picture Frame" Look
As before, most sets are designed with a " picture
frame " appearance. with the front being taken up
mainly by the screen, but with the problems
associated with dual-standard models many sets
have some, if not all, controls cn the front -usually
arranged down a side panel.
Some companies have gone out of their way to
feature the housing as such, vide the ' Furniture
Look " of Decca, the Scandinavian styling of
This Cossor receiver, model CT1972A, is available
with a stand magazine rack at extra cost.

TELEVISION RECEIVERS
Tube

TI25C

19

Style
C

Price
90 gns. (82 gas.)

T128C
CTI972A

23

C

19

T

107 gns. (99 gns.)
67 gns.

19
19

CE

DR505
TV72
TV72CH

23
23
23

CE

TV7I

Model

Size

BUSH
COSSOR
DECCA

DR
D

101

R 303

DYNATRON

EKCO

H.M.V.
K-B

TC4,11

I

2614

WV20
WV70

C
C

86 gns. (79 gns.)
92 gns. (85 gns.)
100 gns. (93 gns.)
i35 gns.
135 gns.

19

C

129 gns.

23

C

98 gns.

23
19
23

T

71

C

105

T

gns.

gns.
79 gns.

Notes on cabinet, etc.

African walnut, tambour doors, P.B.
tuning, front controls, 10 x 6 " speaker.
As

TI25C.

Medium sapele. front controls, 6 x 4"
speaker, quick removal panels.
Medium walnut fir ish.
Traditional styling. All models have
10 x 6" speaker.
Queen Anne style. IO x 6' speaker.
but Chippendale style
As TV72
cabinet.
Queen Anne cabinet with full length

doors.
African walnut with leathercloth tube
surround. Double doors. Concealed
castors. U.H.F. push buttons.

With v.h.f. radio.
Front controls, two
As above.
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TELEVISION RECEIVERS CONT.
Model

MURPHY
PAM

V873C
V879C
5111

5112
5114

5116;U

PETO SCOTT
PHILIPS
9152

Tube
Size
23
19
19
19

23
23

Style*
C

Price
107 gns. (99 gns.)

C

86 gns. (82 gns.)
67 gns. (60 gns.)
70 gns. (63 gns.)
81 gns. (74 gns.)
101 gns.
72 gns. (66 gns.)

T
T
T
CE

19

T

19

CE

9153

19

T

72 gns. (66 gns.)

9155
9133

19
19

T
T

70 gns. (64 gns.)
74 gns.

9148

19

T

69 gns.

Ferranti, period styling by Dynatron, etc. In
addition to the tambour doors of several makers
(Bush, Murphy, Ekco, Pye, Ferranti, etc) more
models are appearing with full length cabinet doors
(e.g., Pam, Baird, Ekco, etc).

Better Sound
The quest for better sound reproduction is being
pursued by many companies. Decca have one model
with a 10in. x 6in, speaker in an acoustic chamber;
Bush, Murphy and Dynatron have models with
l0in. x 6in. speakers, the new Kolster -Brandes

Notes on cabinet, etc.

Two -tone French walnut, tambour
doors, front controls, IO x 6" speaker.
As above.
Sapele cabinet,

front controls.
Afrormosia cabinet, front controls.
As 5112.
Figured walnut, folding doors.
Medium sapele, front controls.
Medium sapele, side controls. 6 x 4"
speaker.
Medium sapele with leathercloth
padded front. Quick removal panels.
Same as 9153 but different cabinet.
Sapele. Converted version of Model
9123.
Dual standard version of model 9142.

models have pairs of 5in. x 3in. speakers. There
also seems to be a return to favour of sets with
facilities to receive the Band II f.m. radio broadcasts- Sobell, H.M.V., Ultra showed examples. But
the combined TV /radiogram seems to have had its
day.

625 Lines?

The main technical interest in the new sets
revolves inevitably around the impending 625 -line
programmes. We are pleased to note that all the
new models are either fully operational on 625 or

The receiver shown on the left is the Ekco TC42I
console, and that shown above is the new Murphy
V873C.
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right shows one of the latest
receivers from Ultra, the model 6622.

The photograph on the

need only the addition of a u.h.f. tuner. Most
models are offered with or without u.h.f. tuners
but some companies (notably Dynatron, R.G.D.
and K-B) will supply all their future receivers
complete with u.h.f. tuner.

Most sets rely on manual tuning for u.h.f., with a
long tuning scale -this and the tuning knob are
located on the front of the set. Some, however, have

Incorporated

push -button

selection

of

u.h.f.

channels (e.g., Ekco, Pye, Bush, Murphy, Ferranti).

This

illustration

is

of the

Few new technical features were noted, but, ne
doubt with a thoughtful eye on a possible repetition
of last winter's load shedding, most of the new sets
incorporate scan stabilisation to reduce the effects of
mains voltage fluctuations.

Pam 5114.

1

TELEVISION RECEIVERS CONT.
Tube
Size
19

Style*
T

Price
642 gns. (572 gns.)

23

CE

95 gns.

198
197

19
19

T

298

23
19
19

23

T
T
T
T

SOBELL

626 UHF
627 UHF
726 UHF
ST197

70 gns. (63 gns.)
67 gns. (60 gns.)
82 gns. (75 gns.)
70 gns. (63 gns.)
662 gns. (594- gns.)
81 gns. (74 gns.)

19

T

STELLA
ULTRA

ST2149
6622

Model
PYE

Model 12
Model 14 U

REGENTONE
R.G.D.

t',otes:

Notes on cabinet, etc.

Continental moulded wood finish.
Dark sapele with walnut tambour
doors. Front controls.

T

Sapele cabinet. 5" speaker.
As above.
As above.

Dark or light wood finish.
Paldao

veneer.

With

v.h.f.

radio

facility. UHF contrcls on front, others
T
CE

68 gns.

6623

19
19
19

CE

71

6621
6611

23
23

C
C

105 gns.
102 gns.

gns.

at side.
Sapele cabinet. Fronc and side controls.
Front and side controls.

With v.h.f. radio.
With v.h.f. radio.

' T -=table model; C= console; CE- consolette. Where two prices are quoted these are for versions
with or without u.h.f. tuner. Where only one price is given, the receiver is supplied complete with
u.h.f. tuner.
Many of the table models can be fitted with legs; in most cases these cost 2 gns. extra.
J
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel
=MINN=

IMOD

SaINISM

THIS month I would like to deal with some of
the basic requirements for DX reception and
to discuss what is probably the most important
single item, the aerial. Let us start at the point
where the signal reaches our particular location.
With a relatively strong sporadic E signal you
will find you either get it or not -there are seldom
any half measures about it. But with tropospheric
reception the signal is often fairly steady, but
infuriatingly weak, and it is for this type of signal
that we really do require the very best aerial
installation. It must have the highest possible
forward gain, coupled with good directivity, in
order to reject any unwanted local or near-local
signals.

The aerial system must produce a sufficient
signal input to the receiver in order to provide a
good signal -to-noise ratio. Preamplifiers help a
great deal, as do sensitive receivers, but increased
gain here will only result in " snow
on the
picture, so we must begin with a reasonable input
signal. May I stress this most forcibly as failure
to appreciate this will only lead to disappointing
results on tropospheric signals. What must we do
about it?
Firstly, forget the average domestic installations
on the rooftops in the form of combined Band I /III
aerials. These are " out " for tropospheric work
because their overall gain is too low.
In Belgium, where I am writing this month's
notes, many of the DX enthusiasts are bilineual
and rely on their regular alternate programmes from
three countries- France, Belgium and Holland (and
in many cases from West Germany as well). To
achieve this aerial installations are at least 50ft
high in many cases; in fact the Belgian DX /TV
" ace " with whom I have been staying has a 150ft
pylon for his arrays.
This does not imply that it is necessary to erect
miniature " Eiffel Towers " in our back gardens
but merely stresses that the aerial must be as high
as possible for tropospheric work. For reasonable
success the minimum height should be 30ft and
the aerial array should consist of not less than 11
elements in line or a double array.
Remember, too, that with high arrays the length
of coaxial cable will be appreciable and the best
low -loss cable available should be used to minimise
feeder losses. Mast -head preamplifiers can be
useful too.
The most interesting and successful tropospheric
reception from the Continent is generally in Band
III and most Continental TV services are horizontally polarised. Therefore the first objective is a

good coverage over the whole of Band III with
horizontal arrays.
Broad -band high -gain aerials are not easily
obtainable commercially although constructional
details will be given in a later article. An alternative is two separate 11- element arrays, one cut to
channel B8 and the other to B11. These will give
reasonable coverage over the entire band.
I also suggest one similar vertical array cut to
centre -band channel B10 for use on more local
British Isles stations. If regular reception is available a vertical aerial can be cut for the appropriate
channel.
As a start for Band I a four-element aerial cut to
channel B3 and mounted horizontally is suggested;
alternatively two four -element arrays, one cut to
channel B2 and the other to B5 to give reasonable
coverage over the whole of Band I. A vertical
channel B3 is useful for the British Isles.
When erecting the arrays suggested, as high as
possible, arrange that each has a 5deg.- 10deg. uplift,
for in order to avail ourselves of their directional
properties we must be able to point them in the
direction required. There are three ways of doing
this. One way is to arrange a large number of
fixed arrays at various points of the compass, but
although the installation might look impressive it
is not an easy structural proposition.
The answer is to use the minimum number of
arrays required and arrange to rotate them either
by means of an electric motor or manually from
ground level. This can be done by arranging that
the guys are anchored to the mast by means of
collars through which the mast passes and which
permit its rotation. It is important to use enough
guys. The arrays on top of the mast may not look
very big but the projected surface area against
which the wind blows may be considerable.
For Sporadic " E " very long distance reception,
high-gain aerials are not generally required because
the reflected sporadic signal can be of very high
intensity, and because it reaches the aerial at a
much steeper angle to the ground than the tropospheric one it will not be in line with the directors
and reflector of the tropospheric four -element aerial
at 5deg.- 10deg. tilt. No matter! The signal will
be picked up by the dipole only and the results
will be quite successful.

NEWS ITEMS
The mystery Polish station we have all been
receiving on OIRT1 channel is Bydgoszcz 100kW.
(1)

A tough one!
(2) Programmes received appear to confirm that
Yugoslavia is now operating two stations in Band I

channels E2 and E4 CCIR. Next month European
TV standards, and receiver requirements.
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DUOMOLDS
AND SUPAMOLDS
CAPACITORS FOR HIGHER TEMPERATURES
These outstanding T.C.G. Capacitors are a vast improvement
on the previous wax -coated type, being encapsulated in a tough
moulded plastic material. They will not soften or leak in the higher
temperature ranges of 85 °C. This new coating affords a good protection
against the ingress of moisture and enables the insulation resistance to
remain at a high level for long periods under adverse conditions.

DUOMOLD (a mixed paper and plastic dielectric) with voltage
ranges up to 750 v. D.C. at 85 °C or 1,000 v. D.C. at 70`C and having
10,000 megohms
an insulation resistance at 20 °C -after one minute
or 5,000 ohm farad whichever is the less.

-of

SUPAMOLD (a paper dielectric) with voltage ranges up to
600 v. D.C. ac 85`C or 750 v. D.C. at 70°C, and having an insu'ation
10,000 megohms or 2,000 ohm
resistance at 20 °C -after one minute
farad, whichever is the less.
Power factor for both Duomolds and Supamolds is less than .01 at
I
Kc /s at 20 °C.
For ease of identification Duomolds are bright yellow and Supamolds
bright green.
For full detains of these new T.C.C. Capacitors send for Bulletins No.

-of
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SO FAR in this series we have seen how the
televised scene is analysed by the colour
camera in terms of the three primary colours
and how these three colours -red, green and blue
are integrated at the receiving end by virtue of the
" red ", " green " and " blue " signals from the
camera to produce a picture in full colour.
We have also seen how the actual " painting "
of the colour picture at the set end can be
accomplished either by a tricolour picture tube or
by the use of three separate tubes, each giving
individual colour separation pictures, in conjunction
with an optical system and a common viewing
screen.

-

Luminance Signal
The luminance part of the colour picture is produced by the addition of the "red ", " green " and
" blue" picture signals in correct proportions. This,
of course, is by the token that by adding red,
green and blue lights in appropriate proportions
white light is produced (see Part 1 in the July, 1963
issue). It follows, therefore, that by adding the
signal voltages corresponding to the red, green and
blue picture elements also in appropriate proportions we will secure a composite signal voltage equal
to that which would be obtained by a monochrome
(" mono" for short) camera " viewing " the same
scene.
In other words, suitable addition of the red,
green and blue signals gives a mono signal, even
though a colour camera is employed at the studio
end. The mono and luminance signals can, at this
stage, be considered as one of the same thing.
In contemporary colour systems the mono signal
is produced by the addition of the colour signals,
but two main corrections are given to the signals
before they are added. The corrections are for

ó
J

Signal

output

(a)

KING

OF THE OCTOBER ISSUE

Signal output

(b)

Fig. 21 -Te achieve a "natural" gamma or contrast
expansion of the displayed picture, a colour television
system must have a linear relationship between light
input and signal output, as shown at (a). There exists
in practice a non -linear relationship, the light input/
signal output following o power law, as shown at (b).

signal level and

"

gamma". Let us deal with

gamma correction first.

Gamma
The term " gamma " has its origin in the world

of photography and it refers essentially to the
extent of " contrast expansion " of a picture -that
is, the black /white ratio. To achieve a "natural "
gamma or contrast expansion, a television camera
system must have a linear relationship between
light input and signal voltage output, as shown in
Fig, 21(a).
Unfortunately, the relationship is not linear and
in practice it follows a power law something like
that shown in Fig. 21(b). This means that without
gamma correction a mono picture would have
stretched highlights and compressed dark or
shadow areas. Correction is provided by feeding
each colour signal from the camera tubes through
an equalising network whose response is approximately equal to the mirror image of the curve in
Fig. 21(b). The overall effect is to give a linear
relationship, as at Fig, 21(a).
Gamma correction really applies to the mono
signal of a colour television system, since each
colour separation signal is corrected before it is
added. This means that while almost perfect correction is applied to black and white pictures, there
is still a little distortion colour -wise, but in practice
it is not observed.
It is rather like using a photographic film which
is not fully panchromatic to take pictures of highly
coloured views. Most modern films are, of course,
fully panchromatic, meaning that the correct gamma
(black /white ratio) is maintained in black and white
of a. coloured scene.
The red, green and blue picture signais from the
camera are usually signified as capitals R for red,
G for green and B for blue. Now to reveal that
these signals have been corrected for gamma, the
R, G and B are followed by a small dash. Thus, we
should know that R', G' and B' signals have been
corrected for gamma.
Level Correction
The colour television camera system features
preset controls which allow the levels of the colour
signals to be accurately adjusted for optimum
colour rendering and luminance. At this stage we
must realise that contemporary colour television
systems are fully " compatible ". This means (a)
that a colour television transmission must be
receivable in black and white on an ordinary mono
receiver and (b) that a colour television receiver
must give normal pictures in black and white from
a mono transmission.
To make these things possible, therefore. it is
essential that the colour camera system produces
signals which can be arranged to be acceptable to
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both mono and colour sets. For mono sets, then, a
proper mono or luminance signal must be created.
This is accomplished simply by adding the three
primary colour signals after first having set their
levels to produce a " compatible " mono signal.
Let us go back to " square one " for a moment. In
Part 1 of this series (Fig. 1) it was shown that white
light is produced by adding lights of the three
primary colours. To secure such a " white light "
display the " brightness " of the individual primary
colours need to be carefully adjusted.
Now, let it be supposed that extra special care
was taken in adjusting the brightness of the three
lights to give the purest possible white light, what
would we see by looking at each coloured light
separately? It would be immediately obvious that
all the coloured lights do not appear equally bright.
This means, then, that to produce white light each
coloured light must have a specific number of
lumens " or a specific relative " luminosity "
There is really no need for us to become highly
technical to understand " lumens ", " luminosity "
and " brightness ". These things have been
explained in Part 2 of this series (August, 1963
issue), and it may be as well to look them up again
if mental continuity at this stage is difficult.
Response of Eye

The three carefully adjusted coloured lights do
not appear equally bright because the response of
the eye to colours is not uniform (see Fig, 12 in
Part 2). We have seen that by adding the three
primary colours in appropriate brightness we get
our basic mono picture, but here it must be remembered that the various elements of the mono
picture are viewed really in terms of relative
luminosity.
We have also seen now that a true panchromatic
picture is secured firstly by gamma correction, and
this feature can be retained only as long as the
colours remain added in their correct proportions
not only for " white ", but also for every other
shade between white and black.
At this juncture we could easily get bogged down
in a host of mathematical formula, but as this is a
practical series on colour television we want to
avdid mathematics as far as possible. With this
in mind, then, we can say that by adding red, green
and blue signals in the proportions of 30 %, 59%
and 11% respectively we secure a true mono signal.
Let us suppose, for example, that a colour
camera is televising a pure white sheet, and we have
some means for measuring the relative values of the
red, green and blue signals from the corresponding
camera tubes, we would find that they coincide
fairly closely to the foregoing proportions to reproduce a pure white display at the receiving end of
the chain. If the proportions are not accurate, then
the reproduction, instead of being pure white, would
be tinted with red, green or blue or some intermediate hue depending upon the exact nature of
the signal unbalance.
These proportions indicate that the green
separation picture appears almost twice as bright
as the red separation picture, while the red
separation picture appears about three times as
bright as the blue separation picture.
If we were to employ a colour display device
consisting of three separate colour tubes in an
optical system to produce a pure white display as

November, 1963

described, and it was possible to look at the screen
of each tube separately, we should perceive the
apparent relative brightnesses as detailed above.
That is, of course, provided our eyes have characteristics reasonably close to those of the standard
eye ". If we suffer from some colour defect, then
the brightness ratios would probably appear
differently.

'

Y' Signal
When the colour signals are added in the above
proportions we get the mono or luminance signal,
signified by the capital letter Y', with the dash
again inflicating that the signal is gamma corrected.
The Y' signal is endowed with all the characteristics of the signal which is produced from the output of a mono television camera, and it is this
which allows a colour television transmission to
produce the picture in black and white on a mono
set. If the colour separation signals were not
resolved to mono, then compatability would be
impossible.
The Y' signal is thus equal to 0.3R' + 0.59G' +
0.11B' (the signal proportions here being represented by decimal fractions rather than direct
percentages). The Y' signal also carries all the other
characteristics of the mono signal, like frame and
line sync pulses, front and back porches and so on
which, of course, are essential if the signal is to
work an ordinary mono set.

Colour Signals
So far, we have simply discovered how we can
get the three signals from a colour television
camera to work a mono set. We must now learn
how these three signal (four, including the Y'
signal) are resolved to pure colour signals for introducing the colour information to a proper colour
receiver.
If we were concerned only in transmitting colour
pictures, and compatibility was not important, we
could easily send three three colour signals either
over three independently isolated circuits (closed circuit arrangements) or as three sets of modulation
on a common carrier. However, we must be concerned with the Y' signal, but, unfortunately, there
is no need for us to send three three colour signals
(e.g., R', G' and B') as well as the Y' signal.
Provided we send the Y' signal, then we need send
only two of the colour signals to eventually obtain
the three colour signals at the receiver.
We must send three signals which contain known
proportions of R', G' and B'. Thus, we could send
Y', G' and B', or Y', G' and R' or Y', R'
B' etc. Y', of course, contains full information on
all the colour signals, so Y' and any other two could
be sent. In practice, however, so- called " colour difference " signals are sent, since these make it
easier to derive the true R', G' and B' signal
voltages for working the three guns of the colour
display device at the receiver.

Colour Difference Signals
The colour- difference signals are obtained by
subtracting the Y' signal separately from the R', B'
and G' signals. The colour- difference signals for
red, blue and green are then R' -Y', B' -Y'
and G' -Y' respectively. Any two of these, along
with the Y' signal, will give the three colour signals
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(e.g., R', G' and B') by a system
of decoding at the set end for working the tricolour picture tube.
The two difference signals
chosen on contemporary colour
television systems are R' -Y' and
B' -Y'. Simple algebra shows that
the missing green colour- difference
signal (G' -Y') can easily be
restored at the set end. Similarly,
the original R', G' and B' signals
can be reproduced at the set end,
by a process of decoding, simply
by adding Y' to the colour difference signals. This is obvious,
Fig. 22 -The red, green and blue signals from the camera tubes are each
of course, since R'- Y' +Y' =R'.
corrected for gamma and level before being applied to-the "matrix ". The
The red and blue colour- difference
matrix is a network which adds the R', G' and B' signals to form the
signals chosen for the NTSC colour
"luminance" signal Y' and which subtracts the Y' signal separately
television system are usually called
from the R' and B' signals to form the "colour- difference" blue and red
chrominance
signals
(meaning
signals of 8' -Y' and R' -Y' respectively.
quality of a colour, and spoken
The "dash" above the signal signifies that it is corrected for gamma
` chroma "
for short).
and the signal levels are adjusted in the proportions of 30% red, 59%
The advantages of using colour green and 11 % blue on a mono scene. The Y' signal Is present on all
difference signals instead of the
'televised scenes, but the colour difference signals appear only when there
two colour signals direct are (i)
is colour in the scene. Over the greys from black to white, therefore,
that over the grey scale (e.g., from
the colour output is zero.
black to white) the signals are
zero and (ii) they contain no
luminance information at all since they are signals
Fig. 22 illustrates the factors that we have this
associated only with colour. If there is no colour
month discussed; it should be understood that
in the televised scene, just grey, then there are no
when we refer to R', B' and G' colour signals, we
colour signals.
are really considering signal voltages. To be
If two of the colour signals were used instead of
theoretically correct we should write Ea', ER', and
colour -difference signals, colour channel signals Fc', instead of R', B' and G' when we are talking
would always be present, irrespective of the nature
about actual signals, the "E
of course, symof the scene being televised.
bolising signal voltage. Provided we understand
In effect, then, we now have two channels in a
this, then there is no harm at all in omitting the
4,E,
colour television system. the luminance channel
which gives the full mono characteristics of the
signal plus the colour channel which gives only
SERIES
PART 6 OF THIS
the chroma information.
WILL APPEAR NEXT MONTH

Co- channel Interference

-continued from page 56
subject. This makes it clear that
" sharing of
frequency channels is essential if full use is to be
made of the limited number of channels available
the alternative would be drastically to reduce the
number of television stations in this country and
on the Continent, leaving large numbers of people

-

with no television service at all ".
The type of interference is explained
" it may
take the form of regular horizontal bars moving up
or down the receiver picture (Venetian blind) or it
may form moire patterns (watered silk). There may
also be interference on the sound channel ".
The sheet goes on to say
" the interference
does not affect all the television channels equally.
It tends to be less intense on the higher frequency
channels and it is, therefore, advisable in areas
where there is a choice of reception between two or
more BBC stations to tune to the one using the
higher numbered channel."
After explaining that the directional properties
of multielement aerials may be used to advantage
to reduce the interference, the form goes on to
say
" itr is a matter of great concern to us (the
BBC) that the reception of the BBC programmes is

...

...

...

at times spoilt in this manner. Unfortunately, the
interference is brought about by natural causes
over which the viewer, the radio dealer and the
broadcasting organisation have no control. The
BBC, however, is building a number of additional
stations, details of which are announced in the Press
from time to time. Because these stations will have
to share channels in television Band I, their power
and range will be limited but they will provide local
improvements in television reception in many of
the areas where it is at present unsatisfactory and
will help to reduce the effect of interference from
foreign stations.".
Since the publication of this form many local
booster stations have been put into operation up
and down the country. Co- channel interference is,
nevertheless, a great problem, and this is one of
the reasons why America is contemplating pushing
all of the television signals into the u.h.f. bands
where tropospheric effects are fir less troublesome.
Conditions differ in this country from those in
America, but we in this country have interference
from relatively near Continental stations to consider, so there may be a case in the future to put
all television in Great Britan into the u.h.f.
channels, in line with the current American

thought

...
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THERE are two distinct spheres of activity .in
amateur television. These are the designing,
building and operating of equipment for use
firstly over closed circuit link or secondly for
transmission by radio.
Closed circuit television, as the name implies, is
not transmitted for general pick-up by television
receivers, but sent by some form of cable (for
example, coaxial cable) to the display television
monitors. A Post Office transmitting licence is not
required and there is no restriction on the subject
.

,

.

material.
Amateur television signals, on the other hand,
can only be transmitted by amateurs who hold a
G.P.O. television transmission licence. The equipment used for transmitting is shown in block
diagram form in Fig. 1. A closed circuit installation can be converted into a transmission system
with the addition of a vision modulator, r.f. transmitter and aerial.
Reception of amateur TV transmissions does not
require any extra licence if an ordinary domestic
TV receiver licence is held. Fig. 2 shows a block
diagram of the receiving system.
The block diagram of Fig. 1 requires further
explanation and the function of the individual units
is described in the following paragraphs.
Synchronising Pulse Generator (S.P.G.)
The most important part of a television system
in the " sync " plus generator. The s.p.g. ensures

that the scanning of both the camera tube and the
television tube in the receiver are timed together
or, in other words, synchronised.
Imagine an ordinary TV receiver receiving a
picture where the line hold and the frame hold
are not locked to the picture; line tearing and frame
rolling will result and this is the effect that would
be produced if synchronising were not provided.
The s.p.g. produces basically two sets of pulses,

line sync pulses and frame (or field) sync pulses.
The repetition rates of the two sets of pulses
depends on the standards adopted by the country
concerned. There are four major standards used
in the world today. These are the 405, 525, 625

Slow Scan

and 819 line systems respectively. The standard
adopted by this country in 1936 was the 405 -line
system, although the new Band IV and V transmissions, when they begin, will use the Continental
625 -line standard.
In the 405 -line system the line sync pulse repetition frequency is 10,125c/s and the frame
frequency is 50c /s. The interlace is achieved by a
divider chain counting down from twice line
frequency (ie. 20,250c/s) by 405 to 50c /s
20,250c/s
405

-

50c /s

The first frame period will thus only have 2021

lines

10,125c/s
50c /s

-

2022

The remaining 2022 lines to make up the full
405 are obtained on the second frame period, and
these second 2022 lines, because of the timing,
will be interlaced with the first set. Thus a full
picture with 405 lines requires two 50c /s frame
periods, i.e. occurs every 25c /s.
The 405 divider chain is necessary in a generator

producing interlaced syncronising pulse, and many
amateurs build this type of generator. However
a very much simplified s.p.g. can be designed
without the divider chain to produce a system of
202 lines approximately, at 50 frames per second.
This form of sync generation is often called
random interlace, and is used by many amateurs
and cheaper industrial closed circuit systems. The
line frequency is approximately 10kc /s, and the
frame is usually locked to the mains; the system
will lock any television receiver that has been
designed for 405 line system, but the vertical
resolution is roughly half that of the true interlace picture.
Picture Monitors

Television amateurs in this country almost
invariably use the British 405 line interlace or
random system, so normal domestic TV receivers
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Transi1,,1
Fl ing Spot Scanners
may be used as picture monitors wtthoút complex
modifications. The line and frame sync pulses are
mixed to produce .a single set of pulses called
" mixed syncs ". These " mixed sync " pulses are
also mixed with the vision signal to produce the
composite video: Fig. 3 shows a composite vision
signal. The sync pulses are such that they do not
interfere with the vision waveform except during
the line and frame flyback times, when of course
the vision should be " black ", and black will not
be seen anyway. The TV receiver or monitor has
a sync separator which not only separates the
sync waveform from the video, but also separates
the line pulses from the frame pulses, so that they
can be used to lock the appropriate time bases
in the receiver.
The s.p.g. is also used to generate another set
of pulses known as the suppression or blankThis mixed blanking consists
ing pulses.
of line blanking, having the same repetition
rate as line sync, and frame blanking, the
latter having repetition rate of 50c /s -the same
as the frame sync. The blanking pulses are used
for suppressing the line and frame flyback on
camera tubes, TV tubes, etc., which would otherwise produce spurious effects on the final picture.
Fig. 3a shows a video waveform at line frequency. Note that the line blanking width is
wider than the sync pulse and starts about 1.5 /ks
before the line sync. This is called the front
porch, but this is not necessary in simple amateur
equipment. The trailing edge after the sync pulse
is called the back porch. It is possible to use
line sync as line blanking in amateur equipment
for simplicity, without sacrificing too much picture
quality.
Fig. 3b shows a video waveform at frame frequency from a random interlace s.p.g. The frame
blanking pulse starts at the same time as the frame
sync but finishes after the sync.
A very simple amateur sync pulse generator
could use only six transistors. On the other hand,
a complete interlace generator could use up to
forty or more transistors, producing the better
vertical resolution. Perhaps it would be as well

B

B.

VAT.

Smith

to mention that the vertical resolution depends
on the line standard, e.g. 819 interlace has about
twice the resolution of 405 interlace. The horizontal resolution depends on the video bandwidth,
for example a 3Mc /s bandwidth will have twice
the resolution of a 1.5Mc /s video signal.
In broadcast TV stations and studios all pulse
and vision signal amplitudes are carefully controlled and conform to recognised standards. This

greatly facilitates the transmission of such signals
to various pieces of equipment within the building by means of coaxial cable. Amateurs usually
employ the same standards and this ensures that
equipment loaned by several members for an exhibition, etc., will work together without any
trouble.
These standards are in addition to pulse width
standards, which are an integral part of the 405 line system, and are as follows:
All pulses, line, frame, mixed sync and mixed
blanking; pulses to be negative and 2V peakto -peak
when terminated into 75i/. Composite video: positive peak white, negative syncs
(see Fig. 3) and 1V peak- to-peak when terminated
into 750, picture /sync ratio 70/30.
The Camera or Video Source

The vision signal itself can be generated by any
one of the following methods:
1. CAMERA TUBE. The camera tube is the
only practical device for convecting live scenes
into video signals. There are a variety of different
types of camera tubes, the two most common
being the vidicon and image orthicon.
The scene is focused onto the camera tube
target by a suitable lens, and the tube electron
beam scans the target, in a similar manner to the
scanning of a cathode ray tube in a TV receiver.
The tube video output, which will only be about
1 millivolt, is then amplified in a wideband amplifier (video amplifier), and mixed with the sync
pulses to produce a composite video signal, which
then feeds the distribution amplifier.
The vidicon camera tube is the type usual!.
selected by the amateur because of its small size
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known standards is required, and it needs only
simple maintenance and setting up. Test card
C monoscope tubes are available to amateurs
through the BATC for about £5.
4. ELECTRONIC METHODS. Video can be
generated by electronic methods, but these vision
signals are not pictures such as are obtained by
the previous methods described. However these
waveforms are used for testing vision equipment,
and can be very necessary even
tV composite video
Non -com
ite video
to the amateur. The following
Syne /vision
are a list of the more common
Sub'ect
Camera
Vision
TV line
mixer
and
wave -forms.
and
distribution
amplifier
monitor
0_.... .[ timebases
(a) Sawtooth:
Picture over
amplifier
one line period increases
progressively from black to
peak white in a linear
n!anking
pulses
fashion, probably the most
Vision
-Sync, pulses
modulator
common waveform. This
waveform is used to check
amplifier linearity distorSynç pulse
tion. The BBC and the
generator
ITA quite often radiate
R,F
this vision signal just
Aerial i
transmitter
before the opening caption
is due.
(b) Pulse and Bars: Used to
Fig. I -A block diagram of equipment needed for TV transmissions.
check frequency perfor2. FLYING SPOT SCANNER. With this method
mance of equipment. The G.P.O. use this
a c.r.t. is scanned in the conventional manner and
waveform for checking line performance; also
produces a bright raster on its screen. A suitable
radiated occasionally, by BBC and ITA.
photocell is positioned in front of the c.r.t. so
(c)
Grating: Equally spaced sets of vertical and
that the light from the raster falls on to the sensihorizontal bars or lines, used to check TV
tive target of the photocell. A lens or reflector
monitor frame and line scan linearity.
is usually used to increase the illumination of
(d) Arc Bar or Cross: A black cross which is
the photocell by the c.r.t.
used to check amplifier l.f. response and
If a transparency of suitable size is placed on
picture streaking (which is usually due to
the front plate glass of the c.r.t., a video output
poor l.f. response.) Another waveform somecan be obtained from the photocell, which, after
Aerial
amplification and processing in a video amplifier,
can be used to display a picture of the transI,F
signal
signal
parency on a monitor.
to
Flying spot scanning can also be used to proconverter
duce vision from cine film by means of a suitable
lens- and -mechanical system, the whole mechanism
being known as a telecine machine. Even today
with the wide choice of camera tubes that can
be used in telecine machines, flying spot scanners
Fig. 2-Equipment for receiving amateur TV
are still used and do give more pleasing pictures
than the vidicon telecines.
transmissions.
Most amateurs make a flying spot scanner
times used instead of the cross is the window,
(F.S.S.) as their first piece of amateur television
i.e. a black rectangle surrounded by a white
equipment, since the cost can be quite small. A
border. There are of course many other
suitable photo -electron multiplier is the 93M
waveforms used for checking equipment.
which costs about £2, and the scanner part is
The two most useful waveforms for the
usually a television receiver modified for the job.
amateur are the sawtooth, and the grating.
A useful 35 mm slide scanner can be made by
replacing the projection bulb with the photocell,
The Vision Amplifier
and pointing the projector at the c.r.t. scanner.
The output of a camera tube or other video
Excellent pictures are obtained by this method
source contains frequencies from d.c. to 3Mc /s
even from dense colour slides, in black and white
or more. At first glance, there seems no reason
only, of course.
to expect frequencies lower than the frame sync
3. MONOSCOPE. A monoscope tube is a
pulse repetition rate. Consider a picture of mainly
similar device to a camera tube; however in place
peak white displayed correctly on a vision monitor;
of the photo-sensitive target there is a specially
if the vision is now faded to black, the vision
engraved target, usually a test card. Light is not
monitor screen should also fade to black. If the
required to produce pictures from a monoscooe d.c. component of the video signal has however
and, as the name implies, only the picture on the
been lost by using r.c. coupling, the monitor may
"irget can be reproduced as video.
momentarily go black, but will brighten up to
monoscope is used where a test picture of display a grey raster. This effect can sometimes
and simple operation. The lower grade of industrial vidicon tube is available to the amateur for
about £10.
More ambitious amateurs use the image orthicons, which are very much more complicated and
certainly not recommended for the novice. Three
and a half inch image orthicons can be obtained
for amateur use through the British Amateur
Television Club at £25.

--
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be seen on BBC or ITA signals,
1o0
white A/VIM1%
depending on the TV receiver
in use. Most modern TV sets
Line
do not have this black level
blanking
Picture
period
response, due to the extra
part of
18 p5
signal
circuit complication when a.g.c.
is used, and the effect described
can be seen on these sets.
Since the camera vision out3g/ black
put is at a low level, about 1
15ps
Sync. part)
Back
Frontmillivolt, amplification by a d.c.
of signal ¡
l porch
porch
coupled amplifier would be very
O
difficult. The vision amplifier is
Line sync. width
Not seen,
therefore a.c. coupled, and the
10} s
blacker than black
d.c. level reinstated when reFig. 3a-Standard composite video at line frequency.
quired by use of a d.c.
restorer or a more sophisticated circuit called a have passed the Radio Amateurs Examination and
be a British subject. The amateur TV licence
line clamp. The line clamp circuit can be used
costs £2 a year.
to clean up the vision signal quite considerably,
As in the case of amateur sound transmissions,
by clamping out 50 or 100c /s hum and poor i.f.
amateur TV transmissions arc limited to specific
response which would have caused streaking.
frequency bands. The lowest and most commonly
Fig. 4 shows the effect of a fade from white
used band for television transmission is the 70cm
to black through an a.c. coupled amplifier. Fig. 5
band, 425Mc /s to 445Mc /s wide. The TV
shows the same amplifier output after d.c. restoraamateur can use morse c.w. phone or vision
tion or clamping.
Vision signals eventually have
to be distributed to various
places over lengths of cable up to
several hundred yards. Low loss
Frame blanking
coaxial cable of 7511 impedance
approx.20 lines wide
is used to prevent r.f. radiation
of the higher video frequencies.
The coaxial cable must be
terminated with 7511 for correct
performance, and this requires
a special vision power amplifier
with a 7511 output impedance
capable of providing a 1V
Frame es c, pulse
video signal into 7512 (1V is
Line sync. p ulses
approx. 2ylines wide
the normal level used for vision
sequential or non of
a
frame
frequency
at
v
deo
Fig. 3b- Composite
distribution.)
interlaced pulse generator.
This amplifier is quite often
called a vision distribution
modulation, either a.m. or f.m. Amplitude vision
amplifier (v.dla.) and may have several outputs,
modulation is usually used in 70cm, but fresince each output coaxial cable requires a 7511
quency modulation may be more useful on the
drive.
Vision Monitor
A vision monitor is used to take a 1V feed
of video from a coaxial line. This monitor is
similar to a domestic TV receiver but without the
r.f. and i.f. amplifiers; instead it has a video amplifier which will accept a standard 1V 7511 feed.

Ordinary TV receivers can easily be adapted to
work as a line monitor or normal TV, by the addition of one or two valves. If the TV receiver has
an a.c. /d.c. chassis as is the general rule, an
isolating transformer will also be necessary to
avoid disaster.
G.P.O. Regulations

The equipment so far described is for closed
circuit use, and does not require a G.P.O. television transmission licence. However before transmission of TV pictures on any of the authorised
bands can be contemplated, a G.P.O. amateur
TV licence is required. So before proceeding
further with the description of equipment, it is
worthwhile to explain briefly some of the points
relating to the issue of TV transmission licences.
Before a licence is granted, the applicant must

higher frequencies when using klystrons.
There is a power limit on the transmissions.
The d.c. power input to the p.a. stages in full
modulation condition, e.g. peak white in a positive a.m. system, is limited to 150 watts.
All phone or c.w. transmissions must relate only
to technical matter connected with the vision
signal.
One point which is not very clear in the G.P.O.
literature, is the question of sound transmissions
with the vision signal. For a TV amateur who
also holds a sound transmission licence there is no
problem, the vision transmitter is operated with
his TV call sign and the sound transmitter with
his sound call sign. This point may be clarified
in the future as the amateur TV licence conditions
are under review.
The G.P.O. publish a useful pamphlet entitled
" How to become a Radio Amateur ", which can
be obtained from the Radio Services Department,
Radio Branch, General Post Office, London E.C.1.
The Transmitter

Returning to our consideration of the block
diagram Fig. 1, it will be seen that the trans-
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white

This level which should be black because
of the AC coupling has floated to the
average mean and will now correspond
to a medium grey

t_r

Average_

mean volts

Vick"

Fig.

4-A fade from

white to black after a.c. coupling.

white
Clamp

reference level

151eck

___0C restorer
.

reference level

Fig.

5- Effect of either a line c amp or d.c.
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needs more modulator
power than grid modulation.
Anode modulation can usually
only be used on the lower
power r.f. valves, because of the
excessive video power requirements. The r.f. output from the
transmitter is then fed to the
aerial through low loss coaxial
cable.
Location plays a most important part in the transmission
and reception of u.h.f. signals,
and in general the greater the
altitude the better the results.
However, another important
effect at these high frequencies
is local screening, this can be
reduced to a minimum by careful siting of the aerial; for
example an aerial which cleats
surrounding rooftops will give
superior performance to one
that does not.
The Aerial

The aerial itself is usually a
multi- element type and such
will have a high gain over a
simple dipole. A half wave
dipole aerial at 70cm is only 12in. long. Unfortunately high gain aerials tend to have narrow beamwidths, necessitating a rotational system to turn the
aerial into the required direction. The effective
radiated power (e.r.p.) of an amateur station can be
very high, for example using a transmitter that
delivers 50W peak white r.f. into an aerial of 16dB
gain gives an e.r.p. of 2kW.
A sound transmission simultaneous with the
vision is certainly worth having, but this needs
a phone transmitter of lower power and probably
another 70cm aerial, unless a displexer is used.
If the sound and vision transmissions are to be
received on a domestic TV receiver, the sound
transmitter will be the lower frequency transmission, separated by the standard 3.5Mc /s, used
for the 405 -line system, from the vision carrier.

restorer on on a.c. coupled fade
from white to black.

miner is made up of two parts, the r.f. generation
section, and the vision modulator. The 70cm band
is generally used for transmission. There is no
reason why the other u.h.f. and s.h.f. bands should

not be used, although less orthodox circuit
techniques become necessary at these higher
frequencies.
For operation on 70cm, the r.f. carrier is
generated in the same manner as an a.m. phone
transmitter. A crystal controlled oscillator is
preferable so that the transmission will then be
stable on a known frequency, causing least interference to other users of the. band. It should be
explained that the 70cm band is a shared band
on a non -interference basis, that means that
amateurs share the band with other users, and
must not cause interference to such.
There are a large selection of valves suitable
for transmitter operation on 70cm, ranging from
the 616 which will deliver about 1W of r.f., to
the 4X150A which can be run to the full 150W
maximum permitted. The vision modulator
works on the same principle as a sound modulator,
but of course, modulation transformers cannot be
used for vision. In the British system, the video
frequency extends from d.c. to 3Mc /s, as has
already been mentioned. The modulation amplifier will use normal r.c. coupling, but the d.c. must
be restored by a d.c. restorer or a line clamp
before the r.f. power output stage is modulated.
The modulator will normally take coaxial line feed
of 1V composite video and will be required to
provide a 100V coaxial, or so, peak -to -peak output.
There are various methods of amplitude modulating an r.f. stage; these are anode, screen grid,
grid or combinations of these. Grid modulation is
very popular because very little modulation power
is required. However it is a little tricky to set up,
and a sawtooth video source is certainly needed so
that linear modulation can be achieved. Screen
straight- forward,
is
fairly
grid modulation

The Amateur Television Receiver

The receiver used by the amateur normally is a
domestic receiver, which has been selected for
good line and frame lock even on weak signals,
and with plenty of r.f. and i.f. gain. A convertor
is used ahead of this receiver, converting the 70cm
signal to a Band 1 channel not in use by the BBC
in that particular district; e.g. for an amateur in
the London area where the BBC transmits on
channel 1, channel 3 or 4 would be used for the
convertor output. The convertor will need a high
gain rotatable aerial similar to the transmitter
aerial; usually one aerial combines both functions.
Distances covered by amateur TV signals can
be considerable, but depend on the signal path
over which the transmission passes, and for long
distances the current propagation conditions are
all important.
The reader by now is probably bewildered by
the amount of equipment that is required to build
an amateur television station: however the novice
can make a simple start, and gain experience by
constructing the television receiving equipment
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A great deal of pleasure can be derived
from the construction and operation of a simple
convertor for the domestic TV enabling amateur
70cm transmissions to be received. There are
over 100 licensed television operators in this
country, and the 70cm band is also well populated
with " sound only " amateurs.
The British Amateur Television Club (B.A.T.C.)
caters for the amateur needs, and publishes a
quarterly magazine called CQ -TV which covers
technical topics, news of amateur television
activities, and other items of amateur interest.
Membership of the B.A.T.C. is certainly desirable,
enabling the enthusiast to meet fellow enthusiasts.

first.

A Hobby With Many Facets

The scope available in amateur television is so
vast that even persons with widely diverse interests
can find satisfaction in participating in one or more
facets of the hobby. Obviously a great deal of
the work involved will be the design and construction of the electronic equipment; however
this is certainly not the full story, since operation
and production with all their associated problems
LANDMARKS IN THE HISTORY OF
AMATEUR TV TRANSMITTING
1950 The first public demonstration of amateur TV
in the United Kingdom given at Shefford by
1951

1952
1953
1961

1962

G2DUS /T.
The G.P.O. agree to issue amateur TV licences.
The first two -way TV contact in the wvorldG5ZT/T and G3BLV/T.
The first amateur colour pictures.
Slow scan pictures transmitted from WA2BCW
near New York to G3AST in Yeovil.
Two -way TV contact over 200 mile path
G3NOX/T and G3ILD /T.

-

also form a part of amateur TV. In the following
paragraphs, I hope to whet your appetites with a
brief description of some of the various aspects of
amateur television as a hobby.
A very controversial subject in television these
days is colour television. In this field the amateurs
are not lagging, several in fact have their own

colour cameras and associated equipment. The
first amateur television colour transmissions took
place several years ago on the 70cm band, this
was a combined effort using equipment constructed
by several amateurs.
The BBC radiate colour test signals on Band V
on two channels, 34 and 44, using different colour
standards. Needless to say there are now many
amateur colour receivers receiving these pictures.
The equipment for colour TV picture generation can be rather expensive for the amateur,
although a flying spot slide scanner system could
give very good results and still be comparatively
cheap.
Where several licensed TV operators are situated in the same area, television " nets " can be
established where one TV signal can be received
and retransmitted several times, covering long distances with short inter -station hops of 10 to 30
miles. Probably the ultimate on the transmission
aspect is the transmission of sound and vision,
while at the same time receiving the sound and
vision from the amateur with whom contact has
been established. This is the true video telephone
so often prophesied for the future which has been
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accomplished by a few amateur TV operators now.
Public Participation in CCTV
The general public never seem to tire of watching themselves on a closed circuit TV system or
watching the camera operators and the equipment;
because of this, organisers of carnivals, exhibitions,
and other suchlike events often approach the
local amateur TV or radio club asking for support
of the function. Television amateurs as a rule
are usually only too pleased to take part in these
events since they provide unique opportunities for
extravagant set ups. By pooling equipment a complete studio can be set up with say three cameras,
a telecine channel, lights, sound, etc., complete
even to a producer. Some of the events can be
similar to an O.B. (Outside Broadcast) installation,
with cameras situated in strategic positions, a control room with producer, and monitors in the beer
tents, etc., for the public viewing. Having an
appreciative audience at this type of function can
make all the hard work involved in the preparation
of the equipment worthwhile.
Amateur Roving Eye

The BBC roving eye TV camera is very well
known, and there is no reason why the amateur
cannot have a mobile TV camera and transmitter
in a car or van. Special G.P.O. permission is
required for using a transmission of this sort.
The first success achieved in the amateur field
was by a group of amateurs in Cambridge a few
years ago, who used an old London taxi called
" Matilda ". The camera was mounted on the
This vehicle
roof, complete with operator.
appeared on the BBC television programme
" Panorama ", where pictures taken by the
amateur camera were transmitted by the BBC.
There have been other amateur roving eyes
since " Matilda ", but transmission on the move
generally can only take place over about one mile,
depending on the number of obstructions to the
r.f. signals. However, for the amateur with a poor
location, such a transmitter would be ideal, it only
being necessary to drive to the top of a local
hill for excellent transmission and reception.
Slow Scan TV

One aspect of television which is perhaps a field
of its own is slow scan TV. This is basically
similar to normal television but as the name
implies, the scanning rate is very slow. The line
scan is at 25 c/s and with 120 lines per picture
the frame scan is 1 per 5 seconds. Only still shots
can be transmitted in this way, but because of the
much lower information rate the signal occupies
a very small bandwidth and can be recorded on
tape for playback at a later date.
As can be seen from the very brief resumé of
amateur TV progress today, the scope of experimentation is almost unlimited. The equipment
may use valves exclusively or may be completely
transistorised, or perhaps a hybrid. Whatever
form the equipment takes, one thing is certain,
the sight of the first television pictures from one's
own equipment will never be forgotten and makes
the effort so worthwhile.
Next month we shall describe the construction
of a 70cm convertor and a simple 16- element stack
aerial. This equipment used in conjunction with
a standard TV broadcast receiver will provide
reception on this popular amateur band.
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Underneath the Dipole
reproducing pictures that are
transmitted from video tape. Anyway, I thought that those Scophony pictures looked wonderful
at that time, reproducing pictures
sent out from the BBC's transmitter at the Alexandra Palace,
which were originated on the first
Emitron cameras.

BY ICONOS

T

HERE is a nostalgic charm
about old automobiles and

old locomotives. I am beginning to think that there might be
the same magic in some of the
real old television sets. The car
fetish started with the " Old
Crocks " on the annual Brighton
run, a name now angrily rejected
by owners of " veteran " motor
cars, which has been followed by
the proud owners of well- polished
" vintage " cars of the nineteentwenties:
Bugattis,
Bentleys,
Frazer-Nash, etc.
Veteran TV Sets

What would constitute
a
" veteran" or " vintage " TV set?
If one takes the hocus -pocus of
the old automobile craze as a
precedent, then the set must be
capable of working, must be unmodified with modern gimmicks
and must be capable of reproducing a 405 -line picture for,
say, an hour without breaking
down. This rules out the early
low definition mechanical contrivances of Baird, though there
were a number of mechanical
scanning sets which could cope
with 405 lines, made by
Scophony in 1936. It would be
interesting to see a 1963 picture
projected on one of these equipments. I say "projected" because
the system was fundamentally a
big- screen projection equipment
which made use of an arc lamp.
The light beam was modulated
with a Kerr cell, and the flywheel
effect of the mirror drum gave
occasional bouncing effects, rather
like some of the modern sets with
electronic flywheel circuits, when

Vintage TV Sets

If mechanical scanning sets
are veterans, what constitutes
a
"vintage" set? I would
think that the early longtube sets with electrostatic controls, particularly those with vertically placed cathode ray tubes,
which were viewed via a mirror.
Early magnetically focused tubes
also came into this category, and
there must be a large number of
these which are still giving very
good pictures. All of these early
sets had full d.c. restoration circuits, and were capable of reproducing very good, but not bright,
pictures, which had a reasonably
good grey scale and blacks were
truly black. It was then accepted
practice to lower or extinguish
the lights in a room before
settling down to viewing, so the
dimness was not apparent. Vintage sets, I would say, could be
selected from a fairly wide range
of sets manufactured up to, say,
1958. There are certainly a few
long-tube consoles of that year,
with excellent sound reproduction
on forward -facing, man-size loudspeakers, with d.c. restoration,
spot- wobble and other refinements, which would put most of
the modern slim -line, a.g.c. sets
of today to shame. Vintage and
call
veteran car enthusiasts
cars
modern mass - produced
" heaps ". Is your television set a
` heap "?
Standards Conversion

The change -over from 405 to
625 lines has brought with it

many knotty problems, especially
as the present 405 -line transmissions will continue for some years.
This means that whatever the
origin of the picture- studio, out-
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side broadcasts, tape or telecineit will be simultaneously broadcast on the two line standards. Up
to now, conversion from one
standard to the other has been

accomplished by reproducing the
original picture on a high -quality
monitor tube, in front of which is
placed a television camera operating on the different line standard.
The Eurovision and Telstar
transmsisions have been mainly
carried out by this method.
Though these transmissions have
been acceptable, nobody has
claimed that the final result was
technically excellent. Some of
them, in fact, have been terrible;
but the importance or topical
interest of the subject matter has
justified the means of carrying
out a very difficult and complicated operation. Something had to
be done about improving standards conversion, and the BBC
have done it.
The Research Department of
the BBC have tackled the problem from an entirely different
angle. The old method relied upon
a whole chain of contrast factors
in camera, lens, tube, video tape
(if used), transmission circuits,
monitor, second -standard camera
and camera tube-and again to
transmission circuits. Every single
link in this long electronic chain
had to have a " spot -on " adjustment, and any errors multiplied
enormously. The new BBC
method entirely avoids the " rephotographing " technique. The
405 -line picture structure information is detected, examined and
the information translated into
625 -line equivalents by computer
methods. Full technical information is not yet available, but the
preliminary demonstrations have
shown conclusively that this computor transfer system is a big
advance on anything previously
seen. There have been rumours
floating around the television
industry for some time that the
BBC hoped to achieve a break
through on this problem. and that
they had reached a point where a
small section of a picture has
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standards converted. But the first demonstrations of complete picture conversion on the system came much
earlier than anticipated. The BBC
are to be congratulated. Viewers
with sets that cannot be converted
to 625 lines can rest assured that
they will continue to receive a
good picture, even if the studio
from whence it came has changed
to 625 lines.

first saw the A.T.V. series, " The
Strange World of Gurney Slade ",
an unusual mixture of off -beat
ideas by Dick Hills and Sidney
Green. Centralised around the
equally off -beat type of performance we have come to expect
from Anthony Newley, it seemed
to indicate new trends in situation
comedy. The fact that it did not
ouite catch popular taste at that
time in no way detracted from its
importance -especially if introspective fantasy develops as a
"The Bargee"
of comedy entertainment.
There are many television form
Some viewers liked it enormously
directors and producers who -and
were bored. I
started their working life in film thought many
then that it just missed
studios as assistant directors, being first
-rate, being too slow
cameramen, directors or even and repetitive
my taste. Since
producers. The boot is now then, the stagefor
play and the film
beginning to be transferred to the " Billy Liar " have
been seen, in
other foot. A few television which the principal
was
directors and technicians are row brilliantly played bypartAlbert
trying their hand at fe *urn fil-ns Finney and Tom Courtenay resfor the cinemas. Probably the pectively. Billy Liar is an ordinmost important capture by the
young man whose vivid
British film producers to -date is ary
transports him (and
the signing up by A.B.P.C. imagination
the audience) to his dream -world
Studios of the ton -line script of
heroics and high drama. In a
writers, Ga lton and Simpson, sense,
it is a develonment of the
television director Duncan Wood, " Gurney
Slade " idea, with a
and actor Harry H. Corbett for a story
line added, and both subcomedy called " The Bargee ".
the lines of Danny
Set in and around the canals of jects are along
"The Secret Life of
England, it will give plenty of Kaye's
Mitty " film.
scope for the fruity situations Walter
It was, therefore. doubly interwhich made the same team's esting
to see " The Strange
" Steptoe and Son " so memorSlade " again.
and
Simpson's World of I Gurney
able. Galton
usually like Anthony
names stand high with viewers Though
Newley shows, I regret to say
for their fine scripting of that
I now find " Gurney Slade "
Playhouse " series,
" Comedy
slow and somewhat
" Hancock's Half Hour " and aselfpainfully
Precious characmany other top -line TV pro- ter, -consciously
entirely lacking the robust
grammes. Others in the film. also
*ack of " Billy Liar ", or the
well known on TV, are Miriam at
Newley's
(" Everybody Out ") Karlin. Eric full- blo °d dish of World of
Small
Sykes, Eric Barker, and Hugh own "The
Lee
".
It
only
goes to
Sammy
Griffith.
show that a dramatic or comedy
television series cannot survive on
"Gurney Slade"
must have
an idea alone
Time flies! It must be getting shape, a climax, an ending, and,
on for three years ago that we most of all, a story.
been successfully

^

-it

-

November issue of our companion
journal, Practical Wireless, is on sale now
The

Price 2f-.
FREE INSIDE -Blueprint for Beginner's Short
Wave receiver and S.W.L's Guide.
Other contents include:
Short Wave Receiving Aerials; a Simple Wave trap; Wiring up the Workshop; an Audio
Level Indicator; a Progressive Portable; a
Three -watt Amplifier; Converting a Car
Radio, etc.
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Conversion to 625 lines

The penny is beginning to
drop with viewers that if they
want to view 625 -line standard
pictures, they will have to spend
money on additional bits -andpieces, including a new aerial.
Many had thought that having
purchased a set which was said to
be convertible to 625 lines, that
was the end of it-that they
merely had to wait for the 625 line service to start, and then to
switch on. Having got over the
shock that more money has to
be spent, however, it won't take
them long to appreciate the
additional lines (or rather their
the
apparent absence from
picture!). I hope that when the
radio industry settles down after
the 625 -line upheaval, they will
pay a little more attention to the
sound side of their receivers.
Compared with recent importations of sound receivers from the
U.S.A. and Japan, the sound side
of the average British mass-produced television receiver of today
shows up badly. In several other
parts of the world, hi -fi sound
and stereonhony are commonplace. Really good stereophonic
reproduction heard under the
right acoustic conditions is quite
exciting, and sets are made in
both the U.S.A. and Japan, which
incorporate every modern refinement of hi -fi and f.m. radiogram.
with provision for tape recorder.
in addition to 23in. television.
After Dinner Speeches
We now approach the seasor
of after -dinner speeches in thf
TV programmes; live, videotape('
or filmed for the televisior
newreels. It's a chancy business
this post- prandial chatter, with
port and brandy circulating ant'
the participants trying to remember the " impromptu " remarks
they intend to make! At their
best, they are highly entertaining
-and one remembers the good
natured banter of Tommy Trinder and the thoughtful wit and
wisdom of the late Lord Birkett.
I wonder if there is any truth in
the rumour that the BBC are
considering a TV broadcast of the
Vaudeville
Golfing
Society
Dinner, an occasion when various
personalities of show business let
their hair down and pull one
another's
legs
unmercifully.
Insults fly around in salvoes. The
air is blue with cigar smoke, and
stories that would not be suitabl,
for Aunt Edna.
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VICING
EVISION
(VERS
By L. Lawry Johns
No. 95: PHILCO

1,000

TYPICAL fault which may be expected is
delayed fuse failure. Quite often the complaint
is that fuse fails only after the set has been
switched on for a minute or so, the sound coming
through quite normally before the set goes dead
with a blown fuse. Observation may show that a
moment before the fuse fails, the PY32 heater
lights extremely brightly.
Normally the PY32 is not responsible for this
condition and it is the PY81 efficiency diode which
should be replaced. The explanation is that the
PY81 developes a heater -cathode short when it
reaches operating temperature. As its construction
is such that the cathode is slow to warm up, the
delay period allows normal working until the line
timebase starts to function, whereupon the high
voltage then appearing at the PY81 cathode breaks
down the insulation causing heavy heater current
through the PY32.

A

AMA
R51 470k

Chassts plup
pin

Chassis plug pin 8

CRT base pin 2

A PY32 which is failing normally, that is, losing
emission, produces symptoms of a small picture, insufficient to fill the screen although the controls may
be at their maximum. The sides (width) and
bottom of the picture, being cramped are usually
affected first.
Is Not Guilty
When the picture is lacking in width but the
height is not affected or indeed may even appear
to be elongated, attention should be directed not so
much to the PY32 as to the line timebase valves
PL81 and ECC82.
The PY81 is not so often at fault but should be
checked to be sure. R73 (1.8kf2) should also be
checked when the PL81 is found to be of low
emission as this resistor affects the life of the valve

When the PY32

as it falls in value.

These faults also give rise to the symptoms of
large variations of picture size as the brilliance
varies due to the EY86 being under -run to a point
where the brilliance (or contrast) has a critical point
at either side of which a picture is unobtainable.
H.T.t 210V
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Fig. 4 -The frame timebase and power supplies.
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Channel

81
VR3

Cabinet contact spring
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R17 111
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Volume
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Fig. 5 -The upper deck showing the tuner unit and both printed panels.

If close examination of a dark picture shows no
lack of width, the EY86 should be changed before
checking V13 and VI1.
Lack of Height

If the width is adequate and the brilliance quite
controllable but the height is not satisfactory,
attention should be directed to V10 (PCL82) if the
bottom is more seriously affected than the top.
R65 (39052) C73, C75 and C64B should also be
checked. Reset VR7 and VR8 as necessary to
regain even scanning over the whole screen area
with VR6 set to bring the edges within the mask.
Reset VR6 when the other controls and the picture

shift have been properly adjusted.
If, however, the lack of height is even top and
bottom, it is R60 (680k11) which should receive
attention. This is in series with the height control and necessarily affects the overall height.
Frame Hold

If the hold is erratic, check VlO and Vil, also
R53 and R54 (2.2MI2 and 3.3Mí1). If the hold is
at the end of its travel and VII is not at fault,
check R58 (1M11) which sometimes " goes high ".
Line Hold

Here too the ECC82 (V11) is to be suspected if
the hold control requires constant adjustment, but if

A6

1.5k
From
anode

R47

T1

470.0

T9

of V3

H7+

A2

R37

R39

4.7M
R43
100k

0.01}íF
L.S.

O.O1pF
C27

VB

1pF

EB91

C59
0.O1pF

Te
C47

4OpF

1OOpF

PCL83

R44
10k

R34

470k

C49

C52
1000pF

16}1T

C51

000pF

C58
0.01
}1F

A5
VR4

3000
pF

C53

3000

0.1pF

pF

A7

Volume
Fig. 6 -The audio

stages.
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new valve does not help matters it is essential to
check R69 (120kf2), R70 (160k12) and the control
itself VR9 (100kí2) which is capable of surprising
variation.
a

No Sound

Usually when the picture is present but no trace
of sound is evident one need look no further than
the PCL83 (V9), and sometimes a sharp tap on
the envelope of this valve will give evidence of its
guilt.
a
There are of course times when V9 is quite up t9
standard and a certain background noise from the
loudspeaker shows the audio stage to be in order.
It is then necessary to check V7 and V8 and the
supply to V7 through R37. This resistor may be
found burned out and if this is so a close check
should be made on C52 and C54 (0.001µF), V7
itself and the insulation inside T9. If there is a
positive voltage at pin 2 of V7, check the insulation
of C27 (lpF) and C57 (0.01µF).
Distorted Sound
If the sound distortion is constant at all levels of
contrast and sensitivity, check V9 PCL83. If the
distortion is severe on strong signals but tends to
clear on weak, check R39 (4.7MS2). Also check R43
if necessary.
Sound In Order: No Picture

Advance the brilliance control (next to sensitivity
at the rear left side) and note whether there is any
illumination or raster lines on the screen.
If there is no raster at all, and no whistle audible
check the line timebase valves V11 and V13. If
there is a whistle but the EY86 does not light up,
check this valve. If there is a good whistle and the
EY86 is glowing normally, check the position of
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the ion trap magnet on the rear of the tube neck
and the tube base voltages.
If there is a raster but no modulation or signals.
check V5, V4 and V3 although the latter is also
common to the sound and cannot be too far gone if
the sound is normal. Therefore a quick check of the
valves and the supplies to V4 (via R20 decoupled
by C33 and C36) and V5, noting the condition of
R21 and R23, should reveal the cause of the
trouble; but if these stages seem in order check XI
(GD12).
No Sound or Vision Signals

With the raster showing when the brilliance is
advanced and a satisfactory background hum from
the loudspeaker is present, attention should be concentrated on the tuner unit, checking valves by
replacement (PCF80 top, PCC84 lower) and of
course the aerial input, sensitivity setting etc. Also
check V3 and again the supply resistor R17,
decoupling by C24 and C29.
If the valves are in order and all seems well on
the outside and there is some evidence of life as the
turret is rotated, with perhaps weak sound from a
strong signal, check the 6.8kf1 PCFS0 triode load
resistor inside the tuner near the front, which can
and does go " high " in value. It must be replaced
by a similar sized resistor in the same position to
avoid detuning effects.
Control Knobs
It is rarely necessary to remove the top knobs as
even the oscillator coil cores can be adjusted
through the holes in the fine tuner (2 o'clock position) with a fine trimming tool. They can however
be pulled off, if necessary eased up by a screwdriver inserted from the rear as the springs are a
tight fit.

JUST OUT !
THE PRACTICAL TELEVISION
DIARY FOR 1964
A must for all TV enthusiasts.
Not only a diary -but also a concise pocket
reference book. Indispensable to both the
amateur and professional engineer.
140 pages of technical matter.

Contains

MANY TABLES OF USEFUL DATA: base
connections for current valve and tube types;
tube equivalents; decibel calculations; wire
gauges; screw threads; metric conversions;
BBC and ITA stations, etc.
PLUS ARTICLES ON
Fault finding. Aerials. Television transmission.
Basic meter circuits. Glossary of Technical

Terms.
Bound with Levant Duroskin cover.
Price 6l3 or with pencil 71Obtainable from Stationers, Booksellers, Newsagents everywhere. In case of difficulty write to:
Practical Television, Post Sales, Tower House,
Southampton St., London, W.C.2. State which type
you require and enclose crossed P.O., including
additional 6d. for postage.
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CIRCUIT PRACTICE AND
DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR

OSCILLOSCOPE

TIMEBASES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

BY
45

OF THE OCTOBER ISSUE.

THE Sanatron is very easily converted to trigger
operation by taking the Miller suppressor to a
d.c. negative bias sufficient for resting cut -off.
The circuit then rests with the triode conducting
and the Miller cut -off; a train of negative triggers to
the triode grid will cause the usual flip-flop
response pulse during which the Miller operates. A
simple bias switch on the suppressor, as shown,
can select trigger or synchronised operation at will.
Sync pulses required will be negative at the triode
grid or positive at the Miller suppressor.

When using trigger operation it is essential to
bias -off the c.r.t. when the Miller is not running
to avoid the brilliant spot at the left end of the
trace when the circuit is waiting for a trigger. As
this waiting time is vastly greater than the running

time when viewing transients with trigger operation the intensity of the waiting spot would be
enormous in comparison to the useful trace. The
cathode -ray tube is thus normally biased beyond
cut -off and is lifted to the desired degree of cut -on
by a positive squarewave pulse applied to its grid
during the Miller run. This " bright -up pulse "
must be d.c. clamped in such a fashion that the
positive peak is clamped to the potential selected
on the brilliance control. Suitable points in the
Sanatron yielding a bright -up squarewave are the
screen of the Miller and the anode of the left -hand
triode.

When the Miller is cut off at the suppressor all
cathode current goes to the screen, so that this is
resting at low voltage. When the Miller runs,
anode current is drawn, so that the screen current
is low, also because of the Miller step, thus the
screen voltage is much higher during the run. The
result is a squarewave of positive polarity at the
screen, coincident with the duration of the Miller
run, as required for bright -up purposes. The left hand triode is cut off during the Miller run, thus
the anode voltage has risen for the duration of the
run. The quality of a bright -up squarewave from
this position is particularly good if a pentode in the
electron -coupled arrangement of Fig. 9(a) is
employed here in place of a triode.
The

Miller -Transitron

The Miller -Transitron

valve arrangement

is a most popular one supplying its own relaxation

M. L. MICHAELIS

drive, i.e. capable of free oscillation without
external assistance. It is the only known one-valve
free -running linear sawtooth oscillator and is very
common indeed in small oscilloscopes having only
sync facilities. The circuit is not satisfactory for
trigger operation without auxiliary circuitry representing no improvement over a Sanatron, yet under
free -running or synchronised conditions it is exceptionally stable.
Performance is remarkably
uncritical as far as layout is concerned, even at high
frequencies of up to 30kc /s, where quite tiny Miller
capacitors (around 100pF) are required. For even
higher frequencies, of course, layout becomes
critical. At normal frequencies the arrangement is
virtually foolproof.
Anode, grid and cathode are used as the Miller
triode and by using a pentode valie and employing
multivibrator coupling between screen and suppressor the same single valve provides its own
positive relaxation squarewave drive. This as present at the screen may be used for bright -up of the
c.r.t., but it is advisable to shape it before application, as described and exemplified in the recent
publication of the " Auditron " in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS.

Fig. 14(a) shows the basic Miller- Transitron
timebase and the detailed action of the circuit is as
follows: Consider the end of a typical Miller run
of the Miller section of the circuit when the anode
voltage has just bottomed and thus the grid has no
further control over the anode current. The grid
voltage can then rise suddenly, as there is no further
change at the anode to be fed back to check it. As
the anode is bottomed, however, it is already
drawing maximum possible current, so that the
increased cathode current brought about by the
sharp grid rise after anode bottoming must go to
the screen entirely. This causes a sharp drop of
voltage across the screen resistor, which is coupled
via C2 to the suppressor, driving the suppressor
well beyond anode current cut-off. The anode
current is thereby diverted entirely to the screen,
giving a further drop of voltage across the screen
resistor, coupled in turn to the suppressor, assisting the suppressor cut -off by the usual cumulative
multivibrator process.
The new condition with heavy screen current
and cut -off anode current persists until the sup-
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pressor has recovered to cut-on on the time
constant of C2 and the suppressor leak resistor to
chassis. As soon as the suppressor reaches anode
current cut -on a small portion of current is drawn
away from the screen to the anode, so that a voltage
rise at the screen is produced, which is coupled
via C2 to assist the rapid re-establishment of full
cut-on at the suppressor by the usual multivibrator
action. The valve is then " open " again for a new
Miller run after the fashion already familiar from
the basic Miller circuit.
It is clear that this arrangement combines a
multivibrator operating merely on the screen and
suppressor electrodes of the same pentode in which
the remaining electrodes are used as a basic Miller Integrator. This gives an extremely simple yet
highly efficient free -running sawtooth -timebase,
using only one valve. It is seen that there is no
waiting at all at the end of the run when bottoming
is reached at the anode, as the arrival of the
bottoming condition immediately triggers off the
flyback by initiating the suppressor cut-off multivibrator stroke.
There is thus no need to adjust the length of
the relaxation drive pulse so as not to exceed the
time of run to bottoming, as in an externally driven
Miller -Integrator, because a waiting time at the end
of the trace, producing a brilliant resting spot on
the c.r.t. screen, is impossible in the Miller -Transitron. This is an important advantage, greatly
simplifying the matching of timebase capacitors Cl
and flyback capacitors C2 in a practical circuit.
This makes the circuit particularly easy for relative
beginners.

common to find, in practical circuits, that the
coarse -control range- switch has two ganged wafers,
selecting various equal-value pairs for Cl and C2.
If C2 were made too small, then the Miller
anode flyback would not have time to go to completion before C2 allows the suppressor to cut -on
again. The result is then simply a loss of output
amplitude from the anode. If, on the other band,
C2 is too large in relation to Cl, then it will hold
the suppressor cut-off much longer than the time
required for anode flyback. This means that the
circuit waits a long time after completing a run and
immediate flyback, before commencing another run
HT..t

47k to
100k
N

-going

sawtooth
output

C2

.

Design considerations

50 -100pF

1

Positive
sync
pulses

HT-

14a-The

basic Miller -Transitron timebase
(self-excited Miller- integrator).

Fig.

for Miller -Transitron

Circuits

47k to

4.7k

Considerations for choosing Cl and R (Figs.
14(a) and 14(b)) are in no way different from those
already described under the heading of the basic
Miller -Integrator. The time of run on each sawtooth stroke is somewhat less than the time given
by Cl (µF) multiplied by R (megohms), the result
being in seconds. R should be chosen at least 10
to 20 times larger than the anode load of the pentode, giving then the same good ratio of run time
to flyback. The anode load should be as small as
possible consistent with proper bottoming action
and is to be determined in the manner already
discussed above. If, for any reason, R is not large
in relation to the anode load, then the sawtooth
stroke is in no way impaired; it is merely the flyback time that is then unduly long in relation to
the stroke time. Having fixed R according to these
(values 470kû to 2Mû are
considerations
cotìunon), values of Cl should be selected roughly
according to the above rule to give the required
ranges of timebase speeds, final trimming being
undertaken by trial and error.
The values for C2 also need careful consideration. C2 must have such a value that the time it
holds the suppressor cut-off is at least as long as
the Miller-section requires for flyback. In other
words, the product of C2 (sF) and suppressor leak
(megohms) should not be less than the product of
Cl (pF) and the anode load (megohm). As anode
load and screen leak may in most cases be made
approximately equal it is clear that Cl and C2 will
also need, .toZbe about equal. Thus it is quite

100k

"Anode
Negative -going

536

sawtooth

cl

Output

Positive sync
pulses

EF86

100k

Anode

S36

50-100
pF

HT-

Fig. 14b -The improved Miller-Transitron circuit.
This is the only known one -valve self-oscillating
sawtooth timebase with good linearity.

and immediate flyback. This may in some cases
be desirable, for if we make C2 very large in
comparison to Cl, and /or increase the suppressor
leak resistance, then the time of sawtooth-run is
very short in comparison to the intermediate waiting time, i.e. the entire run takes only a small
portion of each cycle. This would enable transients
to be displayed under synchronised conditions,
without resorting to triggering, which is not very
successful with the Miller- Transitron.
This useful method of transient display is
adopted in the " Auditron " published recently in
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WIRELESS, the suppressor leak being
switched over for the "long flyback " condition to
a higher value.
In all normal cases, where we want a new run to
commence as soon as possible after end of the
previous one, we make C2 no larger than necessary.
For those who want to be quite exact here, the
procedure h as follows. After selecting and trimming the required capacitors Cl for the various
range switch settings, smaller values for C2 should
be inserted in each position initially, and gradually
increased in each case until increase of output
amplitude just ceases. This then represents
optimum matching. The improved arrangement of
Fig. 14(b) should be used in practice, which includes the diodes at anode and suppressor. The
diode at the suppressor is simply to prevent the
suppressor going positive under any conditions, as
otherwise secondary emission disturbances, etc.
could give trouble. The diode at the anode is a
" flyback catch ". Its cathode is taken to a point on
an h.t. bleeder which is well positive compared to
the bottomed anode voltage of the pentode. During
flyback the anode aims exponentially back to full
h.t. voltage., but is caught and arrested at the
cathode potential of the " catch" diode, as soon as
this potential is reached on the flyback. Thereby
the flyback is terminated abruptly after a definite
time, instead of tailing off indefinitely in an
exponential manner. This gives clearer and more
definite conditions for optimum choice for C2 in
the manner discussed above.
The exact voltage chosen for the cathode of the
flyback catch diode influences largely the output
amplitude; the lower this voltage, the smaller the
amplitude. The values shown for the h.t. bleeder
are generally satisfactory, but others could be tried.
The optimum value for C2 will naturally depend
on the catch -diode cathode voltage, as the effective
flyback time is also thereby influenced.
PRACTICAL

Provisional 7imabasss

The circuit is certainly not critical in any of these
points; very stable performance is generally
obtained by almost any reasonable set of component values selected by mere rule -of- thumb. The
above details are for those who wish to trim the
circuit to absolute optimum performance.
In all this work, on this and other timebase
circuits, it is essential to possess or borrow another
working oscilloscope for the necessary observations.
Otherwise exact trimming of circuits according to
instructions given in this article is not possible in
many cases, However, there is no objection to
making up an untrimmed, rule -of-thumb MillerTransitron for temporary operation of the c.r.t.,
for trimming observations in making an optimalised
final timebase, which is ultimately to be substituted
into the oscilloscope one is building.
The non-critical nature of the Miller-Transitron
in giving usable performance even if built up only
very roughly according to the instructions here
given makes it most suited for this method of getting finally trimmed timebases when one does not
possess or have available a second oscilloscope for
observations.
TO
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Your Guide to a Better. Brighter, Warmer Home
Make this your cosiest, brightest winter yet with the
help of this invaluable new PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER
annual. It's stacked with ideas on winterproofing
and improving your home, with expert instructions
and how-to -do-it illustrations that show you how
to tackle every job - at a big money saving. Make
sure of your copy I
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- double glazing - heating and insulating the whole
house - modern fires and stoves - Improving hot water
supply
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fuel storage.
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Fluorescent
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forge, wrought iron work, key cutting.

PLANS AND DIAGRAMS to build akidneydressing table, drop-leaf wall table, divan headboard,
child's chair and toys, workbench, garden equipment,
etc.

2rÓ

from all Newsagents and Bookstalls

BIG DEMAND! Go forYours Now!
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of thousands of enthusiasts

learned the basic facts from
two inexpensive books
e

e

PADGETTS RADIO STORES

have
these

OLD TOWN HALL

KNOWLER HILL
LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

e

A BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO
TELEVISION
The modern miracle of television is here explained in a
series of seventeen lessons. Written in non -technical language which the veriest beginner can understand the reader
is taken by easy stages through every aspect of TV transmission and reception. A further lesson has been added on
the conversion of 405 to 625 line pictures. It is a companion
volume to the "Beginner's Guide to Radio ", a best seller
which has already sold over 75,000 copies. Covers everything from scanning and persistence of vision to colour and
stereoscopic television.
8s. 6d. (9s. 6d. by post)
17 lessons, 3rd Edition, 63 illustrations

EF91
6SN7
6F1
6F13
6F14
6F15

6LD20

5/-

PCL82

6/-

10F1
10P13
10P14
20D1
20P1
20L1
185BT
U281
U282
U329

KT8

PL81
PL82

5/1/5/5/3/5/5/8/8

PY80
PY81
PY82

5/5/-

B36
N37

51-

5/5/5/-

PZ30

PCF80
PCC84
EAC91
PL83
PL33

6J5
012

5/-

4/5/4/4/fi

4/6

1/6
5/4/4/5/3/.

4/

P.M. Speakers. Removed from TV Sets.
All perfect condition. Rola and Plessey.

5/ -: Goodman and R. and A.. 7 x 4ín.,
6/-; Rola and R. and A. 60 in. round. 3/6:
6in. Dish, round, 5/-; Bin. round, 6/ -. Post
on any speaker, 2 /-.
TV Tubes Picture Tested. Reclaimed
from TV Sets. 12ín., 17/-, Din., 30/-. Carr.
7/6. 6 months unconditional guarantee.
6 x 4in.,

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
or, in case of difficulty, at post prices from George
Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London,
W.C.2.
.

W

1VES
.1V..E
GUARANTEED NEW LINE
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

EKCO T 231, TC 267, T 284, T 293, T 310, T 326, T 221,
T 283, T 311, T 327, T 330, T 331, TMB 272. 501 -. FERRANTI T 1001, T 1002, T 1004,
T 1005, 501 -, COSSOR 931, 933, 934, 935, 938, 939, 501 -. FERGUSON 306, 309, 601 -.

EMERSON all models,

EB91

10C2

ARP12 1/6, 6 for 516. box of 50 20/-. IT4 2/-,
ARS 2/ -, ARTP2 2/ -, APT4 2/-. APP37 2/-,
6K7 2/ -, 6K8 4 /, 5U4 3/ -, 6SN7 3/ -, 6V6 3/ -,
6V6GT 4/6, 6C4 21 -, EL91 1/9, EF91 1/9_
EF50 1 / -, 6/- doz., 6F6 2/6, 5Z4 5/8. 6X5 4/6.

-

TODAY

EBF80

2/-

5/2/6
4/8
911.
9d.
2/9
1/2/5/5/-

per doz. Grade 2 EF80 for
test purposes, 4/- doz.
New Valves Ex. Units. POST FREE.

This famous practical book is specially written for those who
are taking up studies in radio transmission and reception
and for those seeking a "refresher" course. Written in nontechnical language it covers every aspect and each new term
as it occurs is clearly and fully explained. Practical experiments are described to explain the theory including
information on building and modifying a simple receiver
with explanations as to the function of each part.
7s. 6d. (8s. 6d. by post)
27 lessons, 5th Edition, 100 illustrations.

Your Copies

ECL80
ECC82
EY51

EF80 1/6 or 10 /-

A BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO
RADIO

Make Sure of

UNTESTED
COMPLETE TV SETS
Bush 121n. 13 channels, TV24C .,
.. 30/Bush 14ín. 13 channels, TV43 ..
.. 70/.
Bush 14ín. 13 channels, TV53
75/Pye 14ín. 13 channels, V14C console .. 50 /Pye 14tH. 13 channels, VT4
.. 50/Philips 14ín. 2 and 10 channels. 1446 .. 35/We have 17ín. TV Sets with rough cabinets,
coils fitted 2 and 10, at 50/ - Carriage on any
TV Set 10 /- per B.R.S. Well packed but
sent at owner's risk.
Valves Removed from TV Sets. Tested
on Milliard Valve Tester, and are 100% as
new. Three months unconditional guarantee. POST FREE.

501 -.

TV Tubes. Completely rebuilt and refaced.
12 months guarantee. Old glass not re
qulred. 12. 14, 15 and 17 Ins. Any make.
Special trade price of £3.15.0. Carr. in-

surance. 7/6.

RESICAP. BRIDGE P 32/616
Checks all types of resistors, condensers
6 RANGES
Direct reading.
Built in I hour.

READY CALIBRATED

Stamp for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL

(Dept. VR)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE
STAINLESS STEEL

P. & P. 316. Orders over L5 Post Free. Return post service. Trade enquiries invited.
Three -day rewind service. If you send us your old transformer, new one sent post free.
S.A.E. if your type not listed.
90 DAY GUARANTEED
BRAND NEW VALVES ALWAYS IN STOCK

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP
WIRE, ANGLE,
CHANNEL, TEE

11,89
1>1,
7/3
5YIGT 7/9
8/9 PCL82 8/6
11 /3
DAF91 513 DL96
7/9 FF86
1'1.41
5/9
8/- F11,89 10 /6 1:2a
9/6
8/- eYOG
DAI'96 7/9 ECC81 5/9 EL41
191
í'L84
18/6
7/3 F, 'L85 10/6
11/9
7/9 201.1
DF'91
5/3 ECCB2 7/3 E1.94
8/3 P1.81 10/3 Ua01
DF'96
7/9 ECCo:I 7/3 FY51
1'08 17/- 2024 20/17/8/3 P1.83
DE91 6/9 ECC84 7/3 FY86
9/9
7/9
L''i.1 22/8 1T4
5/3
3í11'L1
6/- F]'33 171- UAHI'808 /3 125
D1.92
6/9 ECC85 7/3 FZ40
6/9 30í'L1 10/6
5/9 FY4t
7I
DK96 7/9 ECRU 7/3 EZ80
30FL12
10/3
:194
6/9
6/6
UFH81
8/6
Fc084
8/PY
0
EC1.80
D1.92
6/9
7/6
785 BT 19/6
7lEF80
5/- PCF80 8/- YY800 9/6 UC'LB:i 12/3 ::V4
DL94
71If valve not listed send S.A.E. TERMS : C.W.O. plus 6d. postage per valve. C.O.D. S.A.E.
Return Post Service.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
for all enquiries.

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.

*

3,000

HOWIE STREET, S.W.I
BATtersea 7872

1

WITWORTH

T.V.

Tel. PARK 9972.

SERVICE,

32a, All Saints Road, London, W.I I.
Open all day Mon. -Sat. inc.
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scheduled to commence operation in April
next year.
The contours enclose areas where 90% and 70%
of viewers, respectively, may be expected to obtain
good reception of these u.h.f. transmissions.
is

BBC -2

LONDON

COVERAGE

This map shows the anticipated coverage of
BBC -2 Crystal Palace transmitter which

the
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Royston
H
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Minster

Chat am
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Canterbury

ng

*Ashford
Biddenden

ells
Areas in which more than

70%

of viewers should obtain
satisfactory service

a

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV CAMERA

-continued from page 62
the peaking while observing a picture on a TV
receiver, to get best resolution of fine detail and to
compensate for the exact length of video cable used
between camera and control unit chassis).
Cl must be mica or ceramic. The value of C14
should be roughly correct for 625 line operation; a
value of about 0.05/íF will be needed for 405 line
operation. Optimum values should be selected (line sync stability) by final trial and error. Similar
remarks apply to C15, which influences line
linearity. The value shown will be about right at
625 lines, whereas about 0.25µF will be needed for
405 line operation.
Note that both wires of the heater supply come in
at Pl, where they receive high frequency earth
through capacitors, but no d.c. earth path is
provided on r:he camera head. In order to prevent
hum loops, the heater line is earthed d.c. wise
only at the power pack section on the control unit
chassis.

Areas In Which more than95go

of viewers should obtain e
satisfactory service

The duplication of bypass capacitors by electrolytics in parallel with small paper capacitors is to

improve effectiveness at high frequencies.
Pl or P2 may be combined to one 7- or 8 -pole
plug, but such types are less common.
Make the chassis connections via a frame of bare
wires soldered direct to the steel chassis at the
points shown on Fig. 7, using a high -power soldering iron quickly and before the other wiring is in
place.
Ventilation
No great heat is developed whin the camera
head, so that a cabinet without holes is usable, and
simplifies problems of keeping the interior dark
when operating outdoors in sunshine. Cooling is
aided if a pattern of small holes is drilled in the
cabinet top, and tin foil backed with black paper
(such as obtainable from photographic paper
packages) is pasted on the inside. The tin foil
should face inwards.
TO BE CONTINUED
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Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 92 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

R.G.D. "SEVENTEEN"

FERRANTI 17T4

I have just acquired this receiver and although

it receives a fairly good BBC picture, the tuner
has been damaged with the result that it is
impossible to switch to an ITV channel. I would
therefore like to install a new tuner and would
appreciate your advice in this matter.
The only fault with the reception at the moment,
is a dark band, tin. wide, which is permanently
present at the top of the screen. I think that
neither the tube nor the setting of the ion trap
magnet are to blame for this fault.-S. Lewis
(Prestwich, Manchester).
You could fit one of the advertised turret tuners
to this set and the Cyldon P16H would be suitable. The tuner virtually connects in place of the
existing tuner and uses the same leads and connections and the same PCC84 and PCF80 valves
these are still in good order.
The dark section at the top of the screen could
be due to a heater-cathode leak in one of the vision
valves, but you should check this simply by
reversing the mains input socket at the rear when
the dark band would then go to the bottom. Also
check electrolytics associated with the video amplifier valves, if necessary.

-if

K.B. MV 50
A few minutes after switching on, the picture
starts to break up and then gets progressively
worse. Heavy lines appear across the picture and
a bright, broken, vertical line is present in the
centre of the screen.
The horizontal hold control is at the end of its
travel and any adjustment to it has no effect.

-J.

-

Gallacher (Aberdeen).
We would advise you to change the ECC82
(12AÚ7) situated in the centre of the chassis
under the tube neck. Also check the line hold
control and its associated components if necessary.

When first switched on the picture is perfect.
However, after about five minutes, the bottom of
the picture gradually becomes compressed until a
black band, Sin. in width, occupies the lower edge
of the screen.
I have replaced the PCL82, PY81 and PL81.H. G. Smith (Tetbury, Gloucestershire).
Replace the PCL83 valve and check the 6800
cathode resistor which connects between pin 7
of this valve and chassis.
FERGUSON 506T

I cannot remove the 12ín. border which appears
on both sides and the bottom of the picture.
I have replaced the PL81 line output valve and
the PCL82 frame oscillator and frame output
valve. I have tested the PY32 h.t. rectifier, the
PY81 boost diode, and the EY86 e.h.t. rectifier,
but have not discovered the faulty component.
W. H. Moody (London).
The symptoms denote low h.t. voltage which
should be checked. The correct h.t. line voltage
is 185V. If this is low, replace the PY32 and check
the 100µF electrolytic.

-

BUSH TV 66

On switching on, a picture appears in the centre
of the screen, but only covers an area 9in. x Tin.
It then slowly expands to fill the screen only to
contract once more to its original size. It then
remains the same for the rest of the time the set
is switched on.

The picture is not distorted and the whole process takes about three minutes.
I have changed the ECC82, PL81, PY81 and
two PY82's. The screen feed resistor (R36) to the
PL81 was discoloured by heat and so this was
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TELEVISION

AETRIALS"

Manufacturers of TV Radio and Ham Transmitting Antennae wish to offer examples
from their range of products. For the amateur Enthusiast and the Do- It- Yourself type.
A SUPER HIGH GAIN ARRAY FOR THOSE DIFFICULT RECEPTION SPOTS
£

Element BBC Folded Dipole, Channel
I, with a Double Five Channel 9 ITA,
-.complete with all clamps
-..
or Double Eight Element ITA ..
Mast Equipment per your specification

s.

£

d.

3

7

0

10

8

0

10

-

Aerial

extra

S!D5 Combined BBC, ITA Loft Aerial ...
BBC, ITA Outdoor
S; D5 Combined

IO 0

1

.Aerial, wall mounting, complete
combined BBC, ITA with chimney
lashing equipment
BBC Loft Aerial ...
.,.
V.H.F. Loft Aerial
...
5 Element ITA Aerial for attaching to
existing mast ...
...
...
...

2

13

6

4

13

0

H & 7

12 9

II

3

IO 0

I

s. d.

1604

Element ITA Loft Aerial
8 Element ITA Aerial outdoor
Double S ITA Super Fringe outdoor
.
...
...
Aerial ...
Double 8 ITA Super Fringe outdoor
5

2

9

4

00

5

0 0

12

IO 0

...

32ft. Garden Masts, complete for erection, two sets guy pickets, etc., with

fitting instructions

-.

...

--

Coax Cable semi low loss, 7d. per yard; super low
loss I12d. per yard.
Cross -over boxes for combining separate BBC and
ITA Aerials 916d.
Please send 6d. stamp for full list of aerials and
accessories. Terms C.W.O. orders over £4 post
and packing free.

PLEASE STATE CHANNELS REQUIRED

WHEN ORDERING

WAVE GUIDE AERIALS
DICKER MILL, HERTFORD

&

TAPE

RECORDER

COMPONENTS

SUPPLIED

TELEVISION,

ALL

RADIO

VACUUM

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.

popular types available
orand new exact replacements. fully guaranteed. A selection from
our stock'

PHILIPS 1768,2168, STELLA 8617, 8917 etc. 90rMURPHY 240 250 55r -. 270. 280, 310 etc.... 62'.
EKCO TI64 to 383 etc. (U25 types) ...
... SSr-

ALSO L O.T..
Avaneble tur
Alba
Marconi

FERRANTI TINT to

Coasor

Pilot

Dacca

15.0.D.

FERGUSON
etc

(U26 types) ...
.. Sgtetc. (U25 types) SS,(U26 types) 59,-

1023

306 to 606

etc.,'PHILCO

...
...
...
...
PYE V4, V7, V14, VTI7, CTMI7, etc....
.

HMV

1840

to 1854

601 --

1865

to

1921

1000

...67ró
... 53'...6716

Postage & Packing tor above L.O.T.s 316.

*

*

B..

Pam

Defiant Regoste.
Q.E.C.
Sobel
H.B.
Ultra
lnvicta Etc,

C.O D.

216

extra.

Also available for all sets
SCAN COILS. Frame output transformers, line and frame oscili'iator trans. width /linearity coils, sound output trans., mains trans.,
control knobs, electrolytics. Rectifiers, dual vol. controls, tuners. etc.

C.R.T.s -Rebuilt with new guns by long est. Nat. Co. Gtd. 12 mths.
Plus
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE 14in. E4 7 6
Carr
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE 17ín E4 IO 0
E6 10 0
10/.
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, 21ín
TAPE RECORDER /CHANGER SPARES. Drive belts, heads,
pulleys, motors, styli, etc., for most British and some foreign makes.
SPECIAL OFFER. Rexine covered tape recorder cabinet, size

-

8in., IS'-, plus postage and packing 51 -.
Fireball, incremental and turret types
replacement service available.
STANDARD COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capacitors, Electro.ytics, Drive Cord, Pilot Lamps, Vol. Controls. Presets, Ion Traps.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection available including tuner units, loudspeakers, transformers, valves, etc.
CAR ALARM. Complete fool proof, easy to fit unit 5916, p.p. 216.
Your enquiries welcome, prices by return; or prompt despatch C.O.D.
13+ x 12 x

TUNER UNITS.

MANOR

SUPPLIES
SPE 4032 18.30 -10

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE
WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

12-14e £4.15.0
15" -17"

15,-

£5.5.0

21" £7.15.0

ALLOWED

CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADO 126 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

ON

RECEIPT

OF

OLD

TUBE

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

WRITE PHONE OR CALL

64 Golders Manor Drive, London, N.W.11
Tel. STO 5667

ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

AH

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.

p.ro.)
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DIRECT REPLACEMENT
TELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

100

TELEVISION

12

MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

"MICRO FINE* ALUMINISED

DESIGNED FOR

PERFORMANCE

75

The Modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give
all types of television set very much improved performance.
Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better

LICHT
OUTPUT

50

75

SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT NOT

contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminising
gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., ensure needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass
excepted), and Lawson are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact
replacement for the original tube, ensuring complete accuracy

and efficiency.

RESCREENED

BRILLIANCE CONTROL
EXPRESS PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE
Our service is countrywide and whether you live in
the Outer Hebrides, or at No. 10, we can guarantee
the fastest and finest CRT service in Great Britain.

FROM THE LARGEST STOCKS OF ALL TYPES
OF C.R.T.s IN BRITAIN WE CAN SUPPLY THE
EXACT TUBE YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN.

Full fitting instructions with every tube.

LAWSON TUBES LTD.

Tel. 2103

2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE MALVERN WELLS

WORCESTERSHIRE

12"
14"
15 - 17"
21"

Delivered Free in London Postal Districts

CARR. and INS.

'

£4.10.0
£5. 5.0
£5.15.0
£7.10.0

published 31st October ..
make sure of your copy now
To be

7/6

C.O.D. or C.W.O.

Gladly refunded

if you wish to return
your old tube
(excepting

12")

.

-

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
RADIO AND TELEVISION
REFERENCE DATA

Compiled by

J. P.

Hawker

This handy book provides the practical data that the radio and television service man requires in his
day -to -day work. The needs of radio constructors, enthusiasts and amateurs have also been kept in
mind. Contains full details of colour codes; a comprehensive collection of everyday formulae, e.g., for
calculating the values of biasing components, potential dividers, resonance, gain, etc.; aerial dimensions;
a quick frequency -wavelength conversion table; radio and television broadcasting stations and
frequencies; common symbols and abbreviations; notes on amateur radio and a list of call -sign prefixes;
communication receiver I.F.s; mathematical data including logarithm tables; wire and cable data;
battery equivalents; and a full and up -to -date listing of valve, transistor and picture tube pin connections, bases, ratings and equivalents, including selected CV types.

92" x 6k", 96 pages,

illustrated, over 62 pages of tables. 10s.6d.

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
.. or, in case of difficulty, s. 6d. by post from George Newnes
I

I

Ltd.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
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replaced. However, none of these alterations has
cured the fault. -A. H. Rumary (Bedford).
You should check the 0.1µF boost line capacitor
and the series 1211 resistor. Also check the 140pF
width capacitor (6kV) from the PY81 top cap to
the coarse width selector on the rear of the transformer.

FERGUSON 992
To get a picture on this set, it is necessary to
turn the contrast control fully clockwise. The lefthand half of picture is then perfect but the right -

.

hand half lacks contrast and flyback lines are
visible. If the brilliance control is retarded to
remove these lines, the left-hand half disappears
leaving the screen blank.
I have replaced the PL81 and PY81 valves and
have had the tube tested. I have checked for
obvious faults without revealing the cause of the
trouble.-T. Hook (B:rmingham, 29).
You should check the capacitors associated with
pins 10 and 2 of the tube base socket.
Trace the lead from pin 10 to a 0.01µF capacitor
(which connects to chassis). Connect a 0.01µF or
0.05µF component of about 750V to 1000V from
pin 10 to chassis to check this.
Then check the 0.01µF and 0.002µF capacitors
associated with the pin 2 supply from the brilliance
control (schedule C, D and E versions) or connect
an 0.1µF capacitor from pin 2 to chassis in the
case of a schedule A or B model.

91

These faults occur on the ITA channel only,
however a thin horizontal line, 2in. from the top
of the screen is present on all transmissions.
I have replaced two PCF80's, an ECL80 and a
PCC84 in an attempt to correct the fault, but have
so far failed to cure the sound problem although
picture quality has been improved. Although I
live in a weak signal area I have had good reception until recently. The aerial has been checked
and found to be in order.-H. Young (Barrow -inFurness, Lancashire).

We would advise you to check the PCL82 sound
output valve and its 25µF cathode bias resistor
(pin 2 to chassis). Also try tuning the three sound
i.f. cores for maximum, with the fine tuner
adjusted for best picture.
PHILCO

IO IO

The picture fails to fill to the correct width by
about lin. on either side of the screen. The only
adjustment I have made which affects the width
of the picture is alteration of the contrast control.
I have changed the PL84 and also the PL81
which appears to overheat.
This set also howls and oscillates whenever the
fine tuner is adjusted (a small screwdriver inserted
into the core of LS reduces this noise).-C. Murphy

(Belfast, 15).
Check the 1.8kû resistor under the timebase
chassis, which connects via a 27011 resistor to pin
8 of the PL81. This resistor (1.8kû) often changes
value resulting in the PL81 overheating. Check
the ECC82 if necessary.
To correct the howling, reset T8 and T9 and
if it still continues; check C52 and C54.

BUSH TV 85

The picture cannot be made to fill the screen
and at same time remain viewable. The permanent
black border which surrounds the picture varies
from lin. to 3in, in width.
When the brightness control is advanced the
picture expands, becomes negative gradually and
finally blows up completely.
A new EY86 was tried with the result that the
screen remained permanently blank. I suspect the
rectifier and so I would like to know the type used
in this set. -L. Pearson (Redcar, Yorkshire).
The rectifier type is LW15 but before replacing
this you should check the h.t. voltage which should
not be less than 175V if the rectifier is in order.
If the voltage is up to standard, check the ECC82
valve above the right side section and the PL81

EKCO TI64 B

If this set is switched on from cold with the
contrast control set near its maximum position, no
picture will appear, only a bright raster. After
about 20 minutes, and by adjusting the line control,
a picture can be obtained which will then last
for the remainder of the evening.
If, however, the set is switched on with the
contrast control less far advanced, a picture is
obtained almost immediately, although it is fairly
dark.-H. V. Powell (Lydbrook, Gloucestershire).
These symptoms are those of a faulty c.r.t., with
an inter -electrode short or disconnected cathode.

inside it.

REGENTONE 173
COSSOR 945

The faults present in this receiver first appeared
six months ago and have gradually got worse.
Firstly, the volume control has to be fully advanced
to make speech audible, and at the same time it
is necessary to advance the fine tuner, with the
result that the picture fades, leaving a blank screen.
Also, on occasions, black lines descend from the
top of the screen, gradually covering and obliterating the whole picture. Furthermore it is very
difficult to lock the picture with the horizontal hold
control.

Recently the picture brightness on this sat
decreased on both BBC and ITA and the contrast
control had to be advanced to make the picture
viewable. Now however, the fault has worsened
and the picture is hardly visible at all.
I have tested by substitution the PCF80, the
EB91 and the EF80's, but the fault remains.
D. M. Flatters (Norbreck, Blackpool, Lancashire).
You should check that the ion trap magnet on
the neck of the c.r.t. is set for maximum brightness
of picture. This can be adjusted by rotating the
magnet and moving it to and fro along the tube
neck, while observing the screen with the brightness control two -thirds on. If this does not
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improve the brightness, yet the picture (as dim as
it is) is in good focus, the tube may be low
emission.
MURPHY V250

Replacing the smoothing capacitors failed to
cure the hum which is present in this set and
which is much worse on the BBC channel.
Also I tried to correct the rolling of the picture
by replacing V9 and V17 ( "Trader" service sheet),
however it will still only lock for a short time.
A dark band across the screen is always present,
moving up and down. -R. Mulligan (Banbridge,
Co. Down).
Suspect a heater-cathode leak in the r.f. amplifier (30L1) or frequency changer (30C1) in the
tuner. Check also that the leaf contact on the
left of the voltage selector disc, which disconnects
the reservoir capacitor on d.c., has not become
corroded.

The picture itself remains steady.-S. A. Fisher
(Birmingham 19).
This fault could be caused by an intermittent
fault in the tube, or one of the vision chain of
valves. We suggest a gentle " disturbance " test
with an insulated probe to try to isolate the offending stage.
PYE RTL

On first switching on, a weak picture appears
which is upside down. After a few minutes, it
folds up into a thin, bright, horizontal line across
the screen.-T. D. Girvan (Liverpool 12).
You should replace the PCL82 frame scan
generator, which is at the back of the set, on the
right -hand side.

Q U

COSSOR 932

White, horiontal lines continuously flash across
the screen in a random manner. Sometimes they
extend over nearly the whole screen, while at other
times only part is affected.

November, 1963

C O U P O N

I

This coupon is available until NOVEMBER 22nd, 1963, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 88.

I
I
I

E R I E S

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, NOVEMBER, 1963

I

Z

J

TEST CASE -12
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual practtal faults.

An experimenter bought a semi-vintage tele10 vision receiver from a surplus supplier and
after replacing several definitely- faulty valves
managed to obtain a picture as shown in the
accompanying photograph. The sound was perfect,
but adjusting the line hold control in an endeavour
to correct the symptom only made matters worse
and caused the picture to break up completely. Two
pictures side -by -side and in line lock were obtained
with the line hold control at approximately range
centre.
What was the cause of the trouble and what steps
should the experimenter take to restore normal
working?
See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
solution and for another problem.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE I1
(Page 42 last month)
Sound distortion in a television set is often
caused by the sound interference limiter valve
failing to conduct properly as a result of the resistor
connected to the diode anode increasing in value.
This resistor is often in the range of 3.3Mfl, and is
connected from the anode of the interference limiter
diode to the h.t. line.
A rise in value of this component prevents the

This month's test case fault gives rise to this kind

of

distortion.

diode from conducting normally, and as the conduction of this valve provides a path for the audio
signal to the a.f. stage, incorrect conduction is
bound to result in clipping of the signal and distortion-rather like that attributed to lack of output
valve bias.
The resistor is easy to locate on most models and
a quick test as to whether its rise is responsible for
the distortion can be performed by connecting the
test prods of a multimeter adjusted to the 250V a.c.
range across the suspect component. If the distortion clears, then the resistor should be replaced.

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED. Tower House. Southampton Street. London. W.C.2. and printed
in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED, Idle. Bradford; and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH
(A /sia), Ltd. South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD. East Africa: EAST AFRICAN STANDARD LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year; To any part of the World Cí.9.0.
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PRACTICAL

1)A)' LIt J'll'F

S_-1ME
NEW!

VALVES

1A7GT

6U4GT
6V60

9/9
3/9

1N5cT

9/7/6
8/8
8/9

6XBGT

3f9

195

3i9

6/30L2

105

1H5GT
1115

ITS

3A5

7S7

6/9
8/7/9
5/9
9/-

11

9/

7C5

304
3s4

5Ìg9g

-U4Ca

vé

3V4

VAG

8/9
2/-

@ABG

6A1.5

v

1p2A

l

6BA6
ú13116G
I48
p6B

0008G
6E13
6F14
6E23

5/
13/8

5/
/6

29é
9/g
9/9

6570

6K7GT
MOW

6XaGT

/

5Y 3CT

T

9/8
1/8
4/4/3

61,60
6LD20

5/9
5/8

áQPQ772gG,

9Ì8

WIG

GUARANTEED!'

TESTED!

115, 155, 1T4, 3S4, 3V4. DAF91. DF91, DK9I, DL92, 131.94 ..
DAF96, DF96, 0896. DL96 ..
..
..
..
..
..

SETS

7/9
681.1107' 5/9
6SNRGT 4/-

787

CYI

CY31
DAC32

DAF91

P

12K8GT
12Q7GT

DK32
K92

D894
DL,33
DL.35

DL92
DL94

4/g8

11/9

EBC33

2OP4

1Ìg-

qq/¡¡

4/

35LBGT 17/9

Z1GT

AZ31
1336

CL33

L'L81

E241
FZ80

4/9

83

ÉCH42

PC97

619

PL8}

8/3
8/9
6/6/6/7/8

PX2i

PY32
PY33
PY80
PY81
PY82
PY83
TH21C
TH233

12/6
18/TY86F 11/3
U22
8/-

3
5/9,-

4/S

3/9
11/9/6
188
14/8

12281

U282
91

0301

12/8
18/-

(2801

UABC80 5/9
UAF42
8/UBC41 6/11
UBC81

UL46

7/3
7/9
7/3
10/7/9/8/9
10/3
/8
7/8
8/9
9/.
7/3
5/8/3
7/6
10/8
9/8

11U7

818

UBF80
UBF89
UBL21
11092

00084

UCC85
UCF80
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
1.7141

UF12
U F89

UL41

l'L44

11084
1.1

Y41

Ú37

17%-

W78

24

STA. 4587

43

UY65

19/-

8

Post

per
extra.
Parcel Insured Fully Covert
. FUNDAMENTALS: Behaviour n
Against Damage in Electrons in Electric and Magnetic Fields- A'mie,ior
Transit 6d. extra.
of Blertront- Conduction and Current Voltage
Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 Relationships. CIRCUIT ELEMENTS: Diodes
extra.
Thermionk Triodee- Tetradre and Pentodes -Thyms
Any

- -

COMPLETELY REBUILT
& RESCREENED

Post

6/.

9E1

6AL5
A8141

3/8
3/-

60'86

81-

,

Bd.

68.

7C8

8114
á{l70

9/6

787

7A517

6/8

6A8
12AT7

8/.

47/8
59/8
59/8
66/9
Ferranti, 147'3. 4: 17E3, 17T3, 4 45/14T2, T1207. 1215, 1221, 1325 65/.
O.E.C.. H.M.V. mostly .. 88/- 1. 601 Murphy, V240/210, V170
94/.
Philips, 1114. 1111, 1417. 1446,
1726. 1746, 1747

Pye. LV30, 181, C817, V1'17
0'574, V4, VT4, V7, 017
Add post 3 /0.

NANO

pareil.

7/6

12A117

el-

1251

8/6
4/9

19Y3
85.42

48/82/6

Ti21, 201, T8C311, rte. .
Forgone. 841/2/3: 941 -945 ..
990 -8T; 103. 145; 203. etc...

4/9 (1'.P. 1/-)
12/6 (P P. 3/6)

Irisursnes

10 /-

Bash. TV 11A, B; 12A, B
Cmeor, 930, 931, 983/4, 948 ..
Eke*, T8146; TB113.14; T161

0.0

£8.

FOCUS MAGNETS

024

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

fs.10.0

ION -TRAP MAGNETS

VALVES

-

S.0

ES.

IS" - 17"
21"
-

419

78/.

69/9

66/-

OTREEB AVAILABLE

CONVERTERS -New. Lese valves.
Mainly Cb. 1. 8, Coeeor 927, F.keo
117142, 109. 211, G.E.C. BT1251,
4:.711, Philipe 1446
1746, 17471',
ua 815 series. All 85/ -.

12/8
8/6

t

1208

S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES PLEASE
5

WESTWAY

-

/a,-

Guaranteed 12 months
Passgr. carr. free

-

irone -The Transistor- Four -Layer Semiconductor
desires-Cathode -Nay Tubes- Electron MultipliersHall Multiplier- Thermiston sad Non -Linear Air
te
Photo -Electric
Cells
Tran,ducns.
ELECTRO -MAGNETIC DEVICES
: Solenoidr¡PIeus. AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS: Voltage Amplifiealiou- DieIort
Bsndaddeh -Poner Amptifiersela.siAea /ion of Ae,pl(M1ere- Feedback -Special t'i'e
run.- 0.r.', dmpG/isn. PULSE 8180111818-. srl)Oscillating Pulse Uenerolors- SingleBtruke Pule.
n,mrrw,n.+- xaaaooth
Voltage
Ul/uralau -WidrRange Pulse Generators. FURTHER ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS: Electronic Skdtching -Diode ClampsPlume-Sensitive
Detector -Pulte
Modulation
COUNTING DEVICES AND CIRCUITS :Counting CI,
ruits-Radiallon Deteetars. POWER SUPPLIES: A.1
Reetifiration- Rectifier Circuits- Ripple Reduetiv,.
Vnllaye Regulation -D.C. Cowmen. THE MAO
NETIC AMPLIFIER, ELECTRONIC MFA8URF.
MENT AND TEST GEAR. INDUSTRIAL ELFC.
TRONIC CONTROL. ELECTRONIC COMPVTERI
INSTALLATION
AND MAINTENANCE UNITS
194 pages, 2075 diagrams.
ONLY 21s. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
or 1,
ease of difficulty 22s. 8d. by poet from George Newne'

-

TUBES
14"

ELECTRONICS
POCKET BOOK

2/6
14/. Edited by
valve J. P. Hawker and J. A. Reddihough

4f8
6d.

Ú5Ó

J.P. Hawker
J.A.Redáíixwgh

8/6

UY21

VP4B
VP41
VP1321

7/-

6
18/-

U52
U78
U191

1125

READERS
RADIO
COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL
LONDON N.16

9/-

6/9
9/8/6
9/10/5/9
5/9
5/6
6/6

PX4

5/6

Ñ
PC95

79

77
63

7/3

PCLB'3

416

KT32
KTd6
KT61
KT63
MU14
MX40

3/9

ECM

9Ì8

973

7/9

ECC88fpi

6/11.

J3

EBF83
EBF89
EBL21
ECC40
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84

58180

14/9
25L8GT 8/25U4GT 10/9
3oL15
10/ó
3oPL1
10/30PL13 9/6
20P5

879

6/-

7/6
8/5/9
8/9
11/9
8/-

PCL84
5/PC1.85
8/8
PEN4DD
18/8
PENA4 7/3
PEN36C 8/PL38
8/9
PL38
17/PL81
7/6
PL82
5/6

5/6
7/3

215,180

EM81
EM84
51137
F.Y,il
EY86
EZ40

EBC41
1308.

PC1.82

3f3
2/6
8/9
7/6

EL:33

2/5/-

EB91

19BG6G 11318

PCF80
PCF82
PCF84
PCF86

5/8/9

EL41
EL42
EL84
EM34

g5/8

PCC85
PCC39

v3

EF91
EF92
EF184

Set of 4 for 15/4 for 25/6

l'C'C'84

7%3

8180
EF85
EF86
8189

EABC80 5/3
EAF42
8/-

1i

20F2

EF39
5141
EF42

4/3
4/9
9/g
8/9
7/7/3
6/9
4/g

131177

4/9
3/9
4/9
4/9
4/3
8/9

12AU7
12AX7
12K7GT

EF37.A

8

01176

10/

12AT6
12A77

ECL82
ECL86

g9
2/9
88

F33

6/9
6/3
7/9
9/5/6

ECH81

ECL80

Dfg
D.AF96

13/-

10C2
10E9

12/6
5/9
8/6
3/9
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Preston

Westward Way
Road, Harrow, Middx.
Tel. \VOki 2665
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Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St., London WC8

N

BBC

ITV

E

WN

E S

F.M. AERIALS

B.B.C. (BAND 1). Telescopic loft, 21/+ External
SID 30/ --

I,T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Element loft array. 25/ -. 5
Element,
Wall
35/-.
mounting, 3 Element. 35/..
5 Element, 45/-.
COMBINED K.B.C. /I.T.S.
loft 1+3. 41/3: 1+5, 48/9.
Wall mounting 1 +3. 50/3:
1 +5, 63/9.
Chimney 1 +3.
83/9 :1 +5. 71/3.
1.51. (BAND 2). Loft S /D. 12/8; "H ".
30 / -. 3 Element, 52/8. External units
available. Coax. cable 8d. yd. Coax.
plugs 1/3. C.W.O. or C.U.D. P.P. 3/ -.
Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists.
Band IV 825 line Aerials also available.
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.I.)
38, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.

CRO.

2527

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

94

TELEVISION

TECHNICIANS

pari
4/- per line or
therein'. average Eve swords to line,
min innnu 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
\d verli.ement must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager. 'Practical Television",
Toler house, Southampton St.,

November, 1963

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the following

.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Loulou.
SCAN (OILS, ET(.

SETS

LABORATORY TESTED
ALBA: T:tll t, T304, T394, T4ä4,'1'494, etc..,

48/6

TV11A, 11B, 12A, 12B, TV(.112A,
44/12B, TRU12A, 12B
TV1:26, TV32, TV33, TVG34, TVG34A,
T36, TV36, TVG36, TV36C, TVG36C,
TV43
88/6
TV53, TV56, TV57, TV58, TV62, TV83,
TV66, TV67, etc...
94/.
.TV80 with EY51
109/ COSSOR: 930 and T931, 933.4 -5, 937, 938A,
BUSH:

and F, 939 and A and

F,,

943T, 940-946, 945, 94510
954F, 947, 949
..
..
DECCA: 1)17 and C

I1M1, DM2C, DM3, DM4 /C

DM5, DM14, DM17, 444, 555

DEFIANT: TR1453, TR1753
DYNATEON:

..

,.

--

-.

..
..

.
. ....
-.
..

..
..

TC8202, T8105, T8114,
'r893,
TRC124, TC138, T8188, T8193 -.

EHCO:

TC140, T141, TV14.2 ..
,.
T101, TC162, T164, T163, etc.
TC208, TV209, 7231, T221, T2319',
T248.1'203, 84, T293. etc FERGUSON: 103T, 103T, 113T, 135T, 145T
941T-953T inclusive
-..
..
991T-997T inclusive
..
..
..
3061, 308T
,.
FERRANTI: 14T3, 14T3F, 13TA
.17K3 and F, 17T3 and F
17K4 and F, 178K4 and F
..
17T4 and F
..
1415, 178K5, 17K6
.
BT1251, BT1252, BT1746, BT1748,
BT4643, BT5147, BT5246 -48 ..
..
BT4743
111.C139,

,

,

BT5348- BT5643R Inclusive

H.EY.:

1824 and 1 to 1831 inclusive
1840, 1841, 1842 -1848 ..
..
All modela available.
INVICTA: T118, 1119, T120 ..
..
All other modele available.
H.B.: l.b'T50, LVT50, LFT60, MVd!
All modele available.
MARCONI: All modela available.
MASTERADIO: Most models in stock.
MOMICHAEL: Most models in stock.
MURPHY: V200, V202C
-.
..

.

. ..,

Most models in stock.

LV:30. 1:81, PV1C
í'8170, CTMI7F CW17
'W17C, CW17CF. í'W170. eta

,.

..

riage (insured)) paid, 12 months'
guarantee. Note: All brand new. We
also supply most other sizes completely regunned at £4/17/6, guaran156
teed 12 months. TOMLINS.
Lewisham Way, New Cross, SE14.
TID 3657.

58/8

54/78/6
78/8
58/8

65/8
58/8

EKCO L.O.T.s
T231 etc. type

ALL POST FREE

88 /6

64/-

BOYLAN

47/6
47/8
47/8

Duke St., Warrenpoint, N. Ireland

88/6

" HEATHKITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., 126 Hamilton Road.
West Norwood, SE27. GIPSy Hill 6166.

47/6
17/6

54/-

..

56/-

..

104/ -

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.
Telephone orders sent same day

Line Output Transformers.

74/-

74/74/-

..
..
..
..

54/54/88 /8

68/6
68/6

58/6

64/..
,.

304/ 104/ -

8T8917U
104/ ,.
..
-.
ST6414U, 8T6417Ú
,. 74/..
8T8314U ..
74/ULTRA: 86 aeries, 185 series, with U25, etc.,
complete .
..
..
.. 70/8
Most models in stock.
VIDOR: CN4217-CN4231 inclusive
.. 64/Pod and Packing 3/6.
C.W.O. Only
Also: Used 0.P. Tas., Bean Coils, etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
(All enquiries 8.A.P.)

WYNDSOR TELEVISION
TECHNICAL DIVISION

Ekco T221, 231, 311, 284, TC208, T310,
T33Ú, T327, TU209, T248, TC267, all 62,6
Ferranti T1001 -5, 6216; 14T3-6, 47:6.
Murphy V240 /250, 6206; V270 280, 7916.
Pye V4 -7, UT4.7 and Pam 906-53, 551 -.
H.M.V. 1840 -9, 2805 -5902, only 62'6.
Bush TV53, 7916; TV24C, TV80 etc., 8916.
Philips 1768U, 92,6; 1114 -5, 1437 -46, 89'6.
Masteradio T9Ú7, TE7T, T409-12 etc. 751 -.
Alba T301, 304, 394, 484, 494, 551 -.
Cossor 930-8, 5816; Ferg. 992 -8, 62,6;
Baird P20/47, 21147, 5916.
L.O.P.T.s. FOR ANY MAKE and MODEL
supplied.
USED trans., often available,
ask for quotes. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T22Ú, T23I, etc. Pye VT4-7, both S0Ú -.
Used 14in: ex- Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye'
Ferg./Sobel), I0l- each. MIN Lots of 20.
Lots of 6 for ES. (Callers only).
110 Con. Kit. 1251 -; 625 LOP, 90, -.

Double -Six Transistor, comp. with leather
case, bat., earphone, etc., limited supply 8216

Insurance and Quantity discounts
Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post re Pack 41Free

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED
112,

ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

601 -

,..I6,Perspex Housing CO suit
Reconditioned EKCO L.O.T., fitted
with New Housing
37'41Service Sheets

s. 106/8

.
-.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE: Picture tubes.
brand new, Mazda 19in., CME1901.
Mullard 19in., AW47-90/91, £4/10/;
Mullard 19in., AW59 /90. £6/10/ -: car -

74/-

74/-

...

models in stock.
RAYMOND: Most models in stock.
REGENTONE: All modele available.
R.O.D.: O017T, 7017 C34, etc.
Most models in stock

ST8617U,ST8621U

74/-

68/8
68/6

. -

Moon

SOBELL: T8Ú7, T346
Most models in stock.
STELLA: ST57211J

88/6

..

114ÚF, 11411M, 1150
3437U, 14461

PILOT: Most models in stock.
PYE: CTM4, 0V4C. FV4COL
V4 VT4, VI, VT7
..

88 /8

..

V240. V250
PETO SCOTT, PHILCO: Most models in stock.

PAM: 908, 909. 952, 953, 958
PHILIPS: 1768U, 216811
1100V, 1200V
1220U, 1230V, 1238V

81/6
58 /8

48/8
and 88/8

,.

& COMPONENTS

CAMBERWELL ROAD,

LONDON,

S.E.S.

Tel. Rodney 7917

www.americanradiohistory.com

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now
E5. 2.6
E5. 7.6

AW36-20, 21
AW36-80
AW43-80, 88
AW43-89
AW47-90, 91
AW53-80
A W 53-88

L6. 7.6
£6.12.6
£7.10.0
£7.12.6
E7.17.6
£5. 5.0
E6. 7.6

CI4BM, FM
C176M, FM, HM

£6.12.6
£7.17.6

C171M, PM, SM
C2I HM, SM, TM
CME 1402
CME1702, 1703
(ME 1705
CME2101
CRM93

L5. 7.6
E6.12.6
L7. 7.0
£8. 7.6
E4. 2.6
E4.12.6
£5. 7.6

CRM 124

CRMI41,2,3,4

£5.17.6
E6. 7.6
£7.17.6
£6.17.6
E4. 2.6
L4. 2.6
£5. 2.6
E6.12.6
MW4I-I
£6. 7.6
MW43-64, 69
£6. 7.6
MW43-80
L7.12.6
MW53-20
£7.12.6
M W 53-80
£6.12.6
T90IA
£5. 2.6
I4KP4A, 14IK
£6. 7.6
171 K, 172K, 173K
E6.12.6
690IA
7201A, 7203A
E5. 2.6
E5. 5.0
7204A
L6. 7.6
7401A
£6.16.2
7405A
All tubes tested before despatch
CRM 152, 153

CRMI71,2 3
CRM2I I, 212
MW6-2
MW22-I6
MW3I-16, 74
MW36-24, 44

for

and guaranteed

CARRIAGE

12/6 via passenger

TERMS

12

months.

7/6, via B.R.S. or

train.

£2 down (plus carriage)

balance CI per month.

Midland Stockists:

-

Amateur Electronics Co.

Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.
240

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
14ín. CRM 141, 2 67/6. Others 57/6
17ín. CRM171, MW43 -69, 43 -64,
75f- Plus Carriage.
Guaranteed
for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON, S.W.! I.

BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sacs.
until 4 p.m.

November, 1963

Dept. PTA

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

NEW X7152

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

Arion Television
4

MAXTED ROAD

TUBES
rescreened.

PECKHAM, S.E.IS

only E4.15.0.

!

Famous
maker, rebuilt.
14ín., L4.5.0., 17ín. 90' 110 °,

Carriage extra.
Also BY100

NEW VALVES.

SALVAGED VALVES
TESTED ON

A

NULLARD

HIGH SPEED VALVE TESTER
2/8
4/-

1336

B329

2/6
2/6
2/6

131

1)77

I
,

EBC33
ECC34
ECC8I
ECC82
ECL80

2/8

2/6
4/4/4/1/3
2/6

I

Et 't!

1/3

KTZ41

2/6
2/6

K'1':1tC
1.69

1/3

N308
4/EF50
N339
41EF80
N369
4/.
MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.
SERVICE DATA 41- ea.
MOST SETS AVAILABLE

1.)04

0D41
ODL4

2/8

2/8

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

716

!

PC95 -7, PY8I, EYSI, EY86, ECL80, PCC84,
PY800, UL4I, IOFI, All 71-.
U25, U191,
30C15,
PCL82/4, EF86, ECL82, PL81,
PCF80, PL83. Ali 91 -. ECL83, PL36, EF183 -4,
PCFB4 -6, PCC89, PCL83, PZ30
UCL83,
R19, 10P13, 20Pá, 3OPLI, 30FLI, 30P4,
30P19, 30PL13, U26, 30L15.
All 101.
U801, 6CD6G, 50CD6G, 20P4. All 25' -.
Plus postage. VALVES TUBES. Year's g'tee.

ALSO line crans.. scan coils, etc. Lists free.

P. BEARMAN, 43
New Barnet, Herts.

Leicester

HENLOW OSCILLOSCOPE. S.A.E. for
free component list. AJAX ELEC'TRONICS, 572 F .(:ham Road, London
SW6,

Road,

TUBES -AERIALS- VALVES
Reg-tinned tubes, guaranteed one year.
lull range of aerials and fittings, I.T.V.
boosters, valves, brayhead tuners. TV sets.
transistor radios and all electrical appliances. Co -axial cables and house wiring

cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligations. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers
S.A.E. for Catalogue.

G.

A. STRANGE

HROADFIEI.D. NORTH IY'RAXRALI-,
or. Cbippenham. Kilts. Tel. Marshfield 23o

Bar 1934

FOR
FULLY GUARANTEED BY
MANUFACTURERS
B309

10/-

CBL1

10 /-

CL4

301-

0013

7/6
7/6
7/6
6/7/6

C3013

HL41
7/6
HL133DD
7/6
HLDD1320

Frame Output Transformers, Defee' a

LL4
7/6
LP220
51MS /PEN 7/8
PEN44 10/-

HP4106 7/6
PL1A
8
0HP4115 7/6
PCC84
10/K80A
7/8 PCF80 10/MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST
POST 3d.

SF80

HL23

1/CCL80

BOXED BY MANUFACTURERS
AND FULLY GUARANTEED
35/-

0019

251-

0C26

0C44

25 /9/3
9/-

0070
0071
0075
0076
0077

6/6

6/8
8/8/6
7/6

0078
0081
0082

8/8/10/-

00139
12/00170
918
GETS74
GET1I3 12/9/8
GET114 6/6
GET113 8/9
XA102
6/6
MANY OTHERS. WRITE FOR FREE LIST

0045

GET104

POST 3d.

CRYSTAL DIODES
0A5

0A70

0A79

6/3/-

OASI

SI-

GEX34

3/- 05X35
31.
3/- CG6E
Full Range Available
0A85
0A91

WRITE FOR FULL LIST.

RESISTORS

CONDENSERS
POTENTIOMETERS
PLUGS & SOCKETS
TRANSFORMERS
TUNERS

fd,

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Orders under El, P. & P. IQ
Open all II p.m. most days.

Dept. PTA

Arion Television
4

Maxted Road, Peckham, S.E.15
NEW X

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Portable Tape Recorders, value £01111'5.

complete with crystal microphone.
earphone, spools, tape. batteries.
instructions, presentation box (extra
tapes. 100 ft 4/81, ideal gift, £0!15 8
Postage
Satisfaction guaranteed.
packing 2/6. TOMLINS, 156 Lew.=
ham Way, New Cross, SE14.

MULLARD HIGH. SPEED VALVI

GET PLASTERED

AMAZING COMPONENT PARCEL.
Aerial Base. Jack plugs, 12volt Vibrator.
Warehouse clear out for new stock, all
less than half wholesale price. all parts
new. BASIC, 6 Brit. octal moulded
valve- holders, 4 gang 350pF tuning gang,
potentiometers. tag strips. plugs and
lead, battery charger rate adjuster to
10 amps, 6 trimmers, coils and RF
chokes. 20ft. P.V.C. twin wire, rectifier.
glow motion drive. i.f. transformer, condensers, resistors, two smoothing
chokes 100mA, small high speed and p.o.
relay. panel switch. 2 panel mt fuse holders. Pve coax plugs and lead, fuses,
PLUS MANY MORE ITEMS. Subject to
slight changes. ONLY 20/- or any 10
Listed Items 1218. NEVER CAN SUCH

1 /6.

both 1/6.
1155

-6

a

,

RECEIVER case made in alloy.

J. T. SUPPLY (Dept. H)
LANE, LEEDS
CALLERS WELCOME

MEADOW

Turret Tar C'haaele, 2 T.V.
T.V. PACE No.
Droppers, 3 Pote. Maine Panel, 8/9. T.V. PACK
No. 4: -AC /DC Power Unit, 3 Pots on Panel e
Eleetrolyllw, I Raobe, 14/8. T.V. PACK No. 5: Twin Ion Trap, 9ft Co -as and '2 PVC Plugs.
Cathode ray e.lmFd 7KVDC Cond 0/9. RADIO
PACE No. 7.-Variable Coed, 6 Trimmer', 3 Coil.
2 Wafer Switches, 9/8.
CONSTRUCTORS' PACE
No. 10:-Variable Cond., 2 Coils, 3 Pote, Dropper.
26 Resistor'. 19 Conlon, 17/6. PARCEL No. 15,S
Trimmers,
2 Moe Droppers. 4
100 stet Resistor',
Term Blocks. 2 Wafer Switches, 16 Tag Brda with 52
Components, a Valves, 2 AVO Rectifier.. 250 Siaeve.
and Orommeia, 19/0. DUMPER PACK No. 17:360 ao. M. Insulating Board. 10 Tag Stripe, 2 BD
Carbon Brn,hee, 5 Topcape, 3 Vac clar part., 3611.
PVC Sleeving, 13 Tension Springs, 100 Sleeves ao.i
Grommets, 60 9911 Tap 9erewe, 6 Knobs, 18/6.
HARDWARE PACK No. 32: -25 aaetd Clamp. and
Brackets, 26 Coed CUM, 25 Spring.. 26 Self Tap
Screws, 9 /e. SOFTWARE PACK No. 41: -1,000
Sleeves and Grommets, 248 sq. in. Felt Tape, 24 Lin
Gauzes. 30 Felt Washers, 16 yds. Ileesing. 8 /
RESISTANCE PACK No. 71: -50 ww and Cart,.
Resistors 5.SW. 5 Pot., 6 Droppers, meter Shunt. 9/9.
CONDENSER PACK No. 71:-50 Ceramics, 10 Micas.
15 Ppr and m Metal Tube, 5 Electrolytic., 9/6.
Single Gang, 5-0. 3. 4
SWITCH PACK No. 104:
Gang Wales Switches, 10 Wir Biscuits, 4 Slider..
5 Add -one 10/8. TAO-STRIP PACK 127: -50 Single.
10 -3w. 5-7w. 4 -8w, 6 -10 and 11 way,
/9.
SOCKET PACK Na. 128: =20 aesid Pas mold, 6 Sr
i pa Porcelain, 4-3 amp 2 pin Switched Skia, 8/9
VALVE HOLDER PACE No. 152, --80 370, 20
Printed cot types, 6 BOG, 5 HO. 5 asstd. 5 R4
Ceramics 13/6. ev -6 pin Vibrators 7/9. EN05/
HANDLE KIT. tin Knob., 10 Handles. S feet, Sá8.
POCKET VOLTMETERS 0 -15. and 0 -150v DC with
Probes, 9/6. VALVE VOLTMETERS. Grey metal
case. S Valve., inc. Diode Teat Probe 77/8. ten mar
mvtont. Please add small amount for P. a P.

,

BRAND NEW and boxed, 12/6, post 1 /6.
160

FREE

l

MK2, 8/6. post
209 Vds. of P V.C. Telephone
Wire on drums, 22/6, post 2 /6.

(.'ON'l'RO(. BOX. 8/

!

8:-

OFFERED AGAIN AT
ONE -THIRD OF TRUE VALUE.

D.F. 'l'EST OS('JLI..4TOIt. Tyne 46.
Radiates a continuous note. Range
23,500 Kota-1.250 Kc /s (12 -240 Metres) in 5
switched bands, using a VR21 valve,
slow motion tuning; enclosed in grey
metal case, rod aerial base on side.
Power 2 volts and 90 -120. BRAND NEW
50/ -. Used 35/ -, post 5/ -.
s 1'OL'r VIBRATOR PACK to 150
volts at 1IOmA D.C. New. Tested, 15 / -,
post 2/6.
TAYLOR OUTPUT METER. Type 4.
Resin. 20,000 ohms. Range (11 0-20 milliwatts. (2) 0 -80 milliwatts. 411n. Meter
in wood case with lid. 50 / -, post 2/6.
MI'LLARD C. S R. BRIDGES.
0.1 ohm to 10 meg. ohms in 4 ranges.
10 of to 10 mF in 3 ranges. Calibrate.
open bridge, and ranges. For 100 -250
A.C. Tested 25.10.0. post 2 /6.
19 SET RECEIVER POWER ('NIT
KIT. 200 -50 input mains, to 275 v, D.C.
12 v. LT. choice smoothed with connector to set (state 6 or 12 pin), 45/ -. post 5/ -.
Mike and Headset, new 17/8. Connectors. 12-12 pin. 8/6. 6-6 pin, 5/ -, post both

!

POINTING TROWEL with each ORDER OVER 45'
ALL NEW COMPONENTS

A BARGAIN BE

3/3/3/-

POST 3d.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
PRICE

Coils for most makes. Official so :e
.suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service. Terms C.O.D.
of O.W.O. Send S.A.E' for quotes.
Day and night telephone: GIPsy Hill
126
Hamilton Road. West
6186.
Norwood. 5E27.

'11451ER5 with cards in first -grade
working order and condition. 222.10.0.
cari'. 30/-. Including crate.

NEW TRANSISTORS
OC18W

SALE

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.,
largest stockists of TV Components _
the U.K. Line Output Transformer:.

NEW VALVES

S.A.E. List.

3/. for Catalogue.

ALBATROSS
ENGINEERING COMPANY
Dept.

PWT. 78 -80 Bigb Street. OOSBER TON
SPALDING, LINCS. cunt 4551

11

7152

www.americanradiohistory.com

(Continued on nest page)
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SITUATIONS VACANT

FOR SALE
(continued)

SERVICE

1.

all makes, from
£3 working, 10 /- not. Callers only.
9
till 6, including Sats. 39 Whitehorse Lane, Stepney, London.
1,000 TELEVISIONS,

& T/V Exams and Courses
Britain's finest home study
School. Coaching for Brit. I.R.E.;
Gity and Guilds; Amateur's Licence;
P.M.G. Cert., etc. FREE
Brochure from: British National
Radio School, Russel: St., Reading.
RADIO

by

SERVICE SHEETS

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS-CONTACT COOLED
14RA1282 (FC101) type 250 v., 250 mA 13/8;
12RA1283 (5131) type 250 v. 300 mA 17/8;
350 mA, 19/6; EC1, 13/ -; FC118, 7/6.
RECTIFIERS-FIN TYPES
Equivas. for R414 250 v 250 roA. 13/8; R615
250 v, 300 mA. 17/6; 14A989 400 mA. 18 /6;
f 4A88 16/6; 14A97 19
/ -; 14A100 22/6; 14A949

20/; LW7 17/6; LW15 20/ -; EK6

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV.
4/- each. 1963 list now available at
2/-.. All orders dispatched on day
received. Also Manuals for sa:e and
hire. List 1 / -. S.A.E. please. SULTAN
RADIO, 29 Church Road, TunbriCge

Wells, Kent.

former manufacturers' engineer to Service Sheet
purchasers. S.A.E., Fault 84/- to
FREE ADVICE by

Handley,

112

Baysham. St., Hereford.

under
streamService
Sheets for Radios, Televisions. Tape
Recorders. Amplifiers, etc., etc., by
Return of Post at 4/- each, plus
postage. Send s.a.e. with enquiries.
New 1963 list now available at 1/6
DISTRIBUTORS is now

S.P.

New Management. Try our
lined : ervice. We supply

plus postage. Mail Orders Only please
to S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44 Old Bond
Street. London WI.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV. 5.000
mode :s. List 1/ -, S.A.E. inquiries:
TELRAY. 11 Maudland Bk.. Preston.

20/ -.

MULTIMBTERS from 39/8.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers.
Under £1 P. & P. 6d., over £1 Post Free.
NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
176

SHEETS

(continued)

(continued)

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/ for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street.

Bradford

November, 1963

Durham Road, Bradford 8.

Yorkshire

SITUATIONS VACANT

SERVICE SHEETS (30,0001 8/- each
with S.A E. DARWIN. 19 George

Street. St. Helens, Lancs.

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS offered
by retired engineer. If I haven't eo:
it you won't get it! All 4/- each by

return. Please include large S.A
E'1GIONI.
Mail orders only,
Merrion Avenue, Stanmore Middx.

E.

80

SERVICE ENGINEERS
are required who have had

practical
servicing experience with timing and
counting equipment, pulse generators,
measuring bridges, E.H.T. generators and
television scanning systems, for a minimum period of three years and have an
aptitude for rapid fault -finding. It would
be an additional advantage if applicants
have some knowledge of optical systems
and photographic processes.
These posts demand active men who
are able to exercise initiative and are
good technical report writers.

A clean driving licence and a willingness to travel within the U.K. is essential.
They should have a good educational
background and be technically educated

to at least O.N.C. or C. & G. Final
Certificate Standard.
There are generous life assurance and
pension arrangements.

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and

Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shepherd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel.:
SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station.
SERVICE SHEETS

-

For all makes of Radio and Television
1925 -1963. Prices from If -.
Free fault -finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, I'6.
Special offer of 125 Radio /TV Sheets
covering many popular models, 21'All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists /enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO

Western Road, St. L

ds, Sussex

for all TV
Radio, including Transistors, Tape
Recorders, Echo Units, Amplifiers,
Record Players and Autochangers
etc.. also various domestic appliances.
List 1 / -. S.A.E. Mail orders only.
SUN ELECTRICAL SERVICES. 38 St.
Georges Road, Hastings.
S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS

EDUCATIONAL

DON'T

b2-4ac

b

X

2a
FUMBLE

with

Master

Ist lesson

Mathematics quickly

and details

Formulae.
and

easily

the

Under-

FREE

standable Way.
The Dryden School of

UNDERSTANDABLE MATHEMATICS
10V

Dryden Chamcers, Oxford St.,London, W I

s

Name
Address

Send full particulars of age, experience
and qualifications to:

WANTED
The Personnel Manager

RankCintel

Rank Cintel Division
THE RANK ORGANISATION
Worsley Bridge Road
Lower Sydenham
London, S.E.26

www.americanradiohistory.com

NEW VALVES WANTED

,
EY51,
EY86, PL81. PC084, PCF80, PCL82.
POL83. PY81. RI9, 30P19, U25. etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM

SUPPLIERS, 175 Durham Road, Bradford 9. Yorks.

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Transistors. R.H.S., Beverley
House,
Mannville Terrace, Bradford 7.

November, 1963

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

n

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW !

*
*

tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.
Each

WHAT

YOU

tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

HERE

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

12i n.

E4. 10.0

14in.

£4.15.0

tube is rebuilt with experience and
know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding

15ín.

E5. 0.0

Each

IS

PAY:

Each

television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY.
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

17ín.

E5. 0.0

2Ín.

V.

0.0

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

Cash

-Discount for Trade-

FREE -TOAMBlTlOUSEli O/HEERS
THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique hook also gives
full details of the Practical Radio 3 Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year,
is a highly

-

WHICH

IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng..
Electrical Eng.,
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,
Praduction Eng..

Building. Plastics.
Ora ughtsmanihip,
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.M
A

" NO PASS - NO FEE"
We definitely Guarantee

Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous hook. If you are
earning less chan L7-5 a week, send fer s
tory cf "ET GINEFRI NG OPPORTUNITIES
UNITIES `
today -FR ëf!.

A

I.

Mech.E.

MA C.E.

ÉQÚIMENT
Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V .Electronics, Etc.,

A.M.Brit.l. R.E. City

& Guilds
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.S. Certificate
IP.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio & Television Servicing

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering

Automation

B

M.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. SE 20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING

(Write

Sc.

Bnt.I.R.E.

real laeo:atoryteaiei g
ho,
ash
pra, scat eqpmenr.
Ask for detail.

B

1

.Te

SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

A.I.O B.
A. F.R Ae.S.

CH; & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc., etc.

The specialist Elertratdc< Division ,I
H. 1. H. T
:AYYtt' offer, sau a

POSr:ZO4POK.A/OW r

'41. Prod.E.

A.M.I.M.I.

A

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

s

if

you prefer not to cut page)

NAME
ADDRESS

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

www.americanradiohistory.com
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

iv

REBUILT

AND

RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT
CATHODE RAY TUBES
FOR QUALITY,

RELIABILITY

AND

SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1'3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
477/483 OLDHAM ROAD,
MANCHESTER, 10.
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel: Rodney 7550/7559
ALL TYPES
12

-

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Weston Hart Ltd.
236 /8 Fratton Road
Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125
Lawsons Ltd.
36

KEEN PRICES

Cornhill

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

J. H. Sunderland

Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484
11

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772
Radiovision (New Forest) Ltd.
The Croft
Burley, Hants.
Tel: Burley 2128

-

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

Fylde Television Services
460 Talbot Road
Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159

Taylors

R. Watson

Chester Radio
11 City Road

162 Eastney Road

Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000

Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks

Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

Millards Southern Rentals
3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408

J. Wildbore Ltd.

Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

T. Barratt & Co. Ltd.

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.
College Square North
Belfast I
Tel: Belfast 33340

G. M. Carlow Ltd.
3 Hurst Green Road
Bentley Heath, Solihull
Tel: Knowle 2742

R.E.D. Ltd.

Cotton T.V. Service Ltd.

Waltham Street

63/65 Oundle Road

Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

Peterborough
Tel: Peterborough 2169

Ila
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6/12 Peter Street

Oldham
Tel: Mai 4475

Mill Street

Sutton Coldfield
Tel: Sutton Coldfield 1192/3

